
By Sonya Levine
Staff Writer

At the end of January, 
Wesleyan hosted its annual week-
long celebration of the Reverend 
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s life 
and legacy. Fifty years ago this past 
fall, King visited the University to 
address students about the impor-
tance of non-violent action in the 
pursuit of civil rights. A visit to the 
Argus archives unveiled a series of 
articles from October 1963 about 
his visit, which was met with great 
enthusiasm and support from the 
student  body.

As stated in the first of these 
articles, King presented the stu-
dents with a sermon in Memorial 
Chapel on Sunday, Oct. 20, 
titled “Paul’s Letter to American 
Christians.” He also gave a speech 

Revisiting Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.’s Trip to Wesleyan

exploring the topic of “The American 
Dream Revisited.”

King’s entrance, according to the 
Oct. 22, 1963 issue of The Argus, was 
met with a standing ovation, and “as 
Tom Shaw ’66 led the audience in ‘We 
Shall Overcome,’ many joined hands 
during the song as an indication of 
the unity of feeling in the group.”

King stated that “the winds of 
change are blowing in America,” that 
“the old order is passing,” and that 
the time for peaceful action was upon 
them. He began by discussing the 
massive divide between whites and 
blacks in church.

The article examines King’s self-
perception, stating that he “pointed 
out that years of subjugation had 
altered the Negro’s own image of 
himself.” King emphasized that, in 
addition to physical suppression, the 
defeat of the “soul and also spirit” was 

debilitating.
The article continues to outline 

King’s belief that the “problems of 
the Negro were ‘environmental, not 
hereditary.’” King urged the students 
to take a stand against this issue, dem-
onstrating that the ideals of Christian 
brotherhood are entirely contrary to 
segregation.

Still, he advised the community 
to practice Christian modes of op-
position in their struggle for equality. 
Violence was not King’s purpose or 
intention, and he urged his listeners 
to stay away from brutal methods of 
action.

“Never let any man pull you so 
low to hate him,” he is quoted as say-
ing.

Known for his beautiful and 
powerful prose, King closed his 
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By Erica DeMichiel
Assistant Food Editor

Pizza is a reliable staple on col-
lege campuses, and the options for 
Wesleyan students just expanded. 
In an environment where wallets are 
pinched and schedules are tight, fast 
and cheap dining options close to 
home are crucial. Though preparing a 
pie is fairly simple, pizza perfection is 
difficult to attain, and unfortunately 
the fledgling Cardinal Pizza & Family 
Restaurant on Main Street does not 
yet offer slices that soar.

Opened in December, the fam-
ily business is owned by Middletown 
resident Ismail Topal. The restaurant 
operates seven days a week, and the 
establishment offers dine-in, take-out, 
and delivery services.

Though the joint bears the name 
of the Wesleyan University mascot, I 
did not spot either students or faculty 
on my weekday lunch visit. Despite 
the absence of customers, I remained 
optimistic about the culinary adven-
ture ahead.

Upon entering the establish-
ment, I noticed that the sparsely 
decorated, green-and-red walls were 
accented only with stenciled cardinals 
that failed to add cheer to the austere 
interior.

Menu options are diverse, from 
pizzas and calzones to burgers and gy-
ros. Among my selections, the high-
light was the “Cardinals Salad” with 
tomatoes, cucumbers, hot peppers, 
mozzarella, and hard-boiled eggs.
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Nobunny brought eccentric costumes and bubblegum punk to Eclectic on Thursday, Feb. 6, 
captivating audiences with an infectious atmosphere. See page 5 for more.
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Women’s Hockey Playoff Bound
Team Ends Decade-Long Postseason Drought

By Michael Sheldon
Staff Writer

It’s been a long time coming 
for the women’s hockey team. 
Ever since the 2003-04 season, 
it’s been another year, another 
last-place finish for the Cardinals. 
Again and again, Wesleyan’s skat-
ers would watch from the bottom 
of the NESCAC standings as ev-
ery other team moved on to post-
season play. But now the 10-year 
drought is over, and the season is 
not even finished yet.

The Cardinals hosted the 
Hamilton Continentals in a 
two-game series this past week-
end. Wesleyan swept the series 
to clinch its ever-elusive playoff 
spot.

Cardinal Pizza Fails 
to Fully Take Flight The teams first met on Friday, 

Feb. 7 for a showdown that was nev-
er much of a competition. Wesleyan 
got on the board in the first two 
minutes when Jessica Brennan ’17 
slipped the puck into the corner of 
the goal, and from that point for-
ward the goals just kept coming.

Laura Wasnick ’15, Jordan 
Schildhaus ’15, and Captains Cara 
Jankowski ’15 and Sydney Morgan 
’14 all found the back of the net 
as well, providing the Cardinals 
with their five goals for the game. 
Jankowski, Schildhaus, and Brennan 
were also each credited with an as-
sist. These kinds of stats speak for 
themselves: the Wesleyan offensive 
attack was on point all game long.

“Everybody on the team was 
fired up and knew what had to be 

done in order to produce a vic-
tory,” Wasnick wrote in an email to 
The Argus. “From our first line to 
our fourth, everyone did their job. 
I think the utter desire to win re-
ally helped all of us push to play our 
best.”

The Cardinal defense was also 
extremely successful, shutting out 
the Hamilton offense. Goalie Laura 
Corcoran ’16 continued her inspired 
stretch of play, recording 27 saves 
for her third shutout of the year. 
Corcoran’s save percentage of .944 
is the best of any goalie in the con-
ference. Her efforts have certainly 
been noticed and appreciated by her 
teammates.

“She has been a huge part of 

Senator Murphy Talks 
Affordable Care Act

By Nathaniel Warner
Contributing Writer

Late in the morning on Saturday, 
Feb. 8, over one hundred students, 
professors, and Middletown resi-
dents convened in Exley’s Woodhead 
Lounge to hear Connecticut Senator 
Chris Murphy speak about the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act 
(ACA). Among the guests were Matt 
Lesser ’10, a former Wesleyan stu-
dent and sitting State Senator who 
introduced Senator Murphy; State 
Representative Hilda Santiago; and 
Middletown Mayor Dan Drew. The 
event was hosted by the University 
group Wesleyan Young Advocates 
(WYA), which works to enroll stu-
dents and members of the larger 
Middletown community in the ACA 
in coordination with the Community 
Health Center on Main St.

Marshal Lawler ’16, one of 
two key organizers and a member of 

WYA, noted that the turnout, while 
large, was not unexpected.

“People are really receptive to 
anything to do with the ACA, just 
because it has been in the news so 
much lately and Wesleyan is a pretty 
liberal campus,” Lawler said.

The success of the ACA has led 
proponents, like Wesleyan Democrats 
President Ben Florsheim ’14, to her-
ald the Act as a touchstone of pro-
gressive reform. In an interview prior 
to the event, Florsheim commended 
Connecticut on its unique successes 
and attributed shortcomings in other 
states to Republican stewardship.

“In Connecticut and other states 
with Democratic governors, people 
who need health insurance are get-
ting it with no problems,” Florsheim 
said. “In states with GOP governors, 
they’re not.”

Florsheim speculated about the 
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The walls at Cardinal Pizza & Family Restaurant are decorated with 
stenciled cardinals, which fail to spice up the otherwise drab space.
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WESPEAKS

Corrections: The “Wes Meets World” 
column in the Feb. 7 issue of The Argus 
referred to GREE as a social network-
ing company. GREE is a social mobile 
games company. The Argus regrets this 
error. 

Thank you to our generous donors:
Alice and Colby Andrus

Brooke Byers
Lawrence Ling
Alex Wilkinson

The Wesleyan Argus (USPS 
674-680) is published by the un-
dergraduates of Wesleyan Univer-
sity. The University does not publish 
The Argus or influence its content, 
nor is it responsible for any of the 
opinions expressed in The Argus. 

The Argus is published twice 
weekly during the school year except 
in exam periods or recesses. First 
class postage paid in Middletown, 
CT 06459.

The Argus welcomes Wespeaks 
that pertain to campus issues, news 
stories, and editorial policy. We-
speaks should be no longer than 750 
words. The deadline for submission 
is 4 p.m. (Monday, for Tuesday pub-
lication, and Thursday, for Friday 
publication). All Wespeaks should 
be submitted through the Argus 
website and should include the au-
thor’s name and telephone number. 

The Argus reserves the right to 
edit all submissions for length as 
well as withhold Wespeaks that are 
excessively vulgar or nonsensical. 
The Argus will not edit Wespeaks 
for spelling or grammar. Due to the 
volume of mail received, neither 
publication nor return of submis-
sions are guaranteed.

Editorial offices are located at 45 
Broad Street, Middletown. Email: 
argus@wesleyan.edu

Wespeaks are a forum 
for student opinion, 
debate, ideas, rants, 

quips, and anything you 
want to share.

Got an opinion? 
Wanna share it?
Write a Wespeak!

Submit online: 
wesleyanargus.com
Submit via email: 
argus@wesleyan.edu

By Martin BenjaMin

Dear Professor Ohmann,

Professor Schwarcz’ assertion 
that President Roth’s denunciation of 
the ASA took “courage” – when scores 
of his colleague heads had signed the 
same letter – you found “a bit much.”  
I agree: no hero of nonconformity, he.

As for the rest of your verbal 
belch, I found it every bit as “much,” 
but nothing unexpected from a nave 
of the Church of Latter Day Te Deum, 
the English Department.  Here’s your 
money bite:

“The boycott movement is not 
about the political structure of Israel 
but about Palestine: about Israel’s tak-
ing of land and water, its bulldozing of 
villages, its restriction of movement, its 
military reprisals and collective punish-
ments, and so on through the endless list 
of oppressions, privations, and indigni-
ties inflicted on people of the West Bank 
and Gaza during more than 45 years of 
occupation.”

Oh yes!  “As everyone knows…” 
old whopper-tellin’ Stalin would say.  
What I would say?  Words fail me: no 
bon mot can I lay upon your late upon a 
Friday afternoon cartoon dump.

Open Brief to Richard Ohmann
You add:   “I learned much from 

Vera, years ago…”  Years ago, when 
then-Maoist Vera, before she saw the 
body count, was still on the secular hu-
manist Road to Nowhere (Utopia).

Utopian Roth prefers to call it 
the Road to Perfection.  World-beater 
Roth, who humbly took upon himself 
the onerous task of perfecting the world 
and relieving himself of the wholly 
more onerous task of perfecting him-
self.  Visionary Roth, who clearly sees 
the road ahead and strives to drive the 
students (“Hi HO!  Hi HO!  It’s off the 
map we go!”) in his geared-up Agenda.  
Who gave that nut case the car keys? is 

what I’d like to know.
And had you not taken a turn at 

the wheel?  Had you not built your con-
struct, your altar to idol Marx, on High?  
The idol requires tribute payment: sacri-
fice.  The student body fills the bill.

Poor Richard, take your fact-eclips-
ing almanac – your airhead-feted bull 
dump – and shuffle off to Buffalo.

And count your blessings while 
(royally speaking) we convey the weath-
ered vein of OUR clime: “Had we but 
shovels enough, and time…”

Benjamin is a member of the class of 
1957.
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Harber Fellow Lectures on 
Education and Entrepreneurship

By Angelina Massoia
Contributing Writer

On Saturday, Feb. 8, The Office 
of Religious and Spiritual Life hosted a 
talk entitled “Desire and Relationship: 
What’s Love Got to Do With It” that 
presented students with a number of 
different ideas surrounding love in its 
traditional and untraditional forms. 
University Protestant Chaplain Tracy 
Mehr-Muska, along with other mem-
bers of the Office of Religious and 
Spiritual Life, helped organize the 
workshop.

“We were pleased with the turn-
out and impressed, as we consistently 
are, with the participation and personal 
investment of emotional energy of the 
students who attended,” Mehr-Muska 
wrote in an email to The Argus.

Director of Religious and Spiritual 
Life and University Jewish Chaplain 
David Teva said the theme was cho-
sen in an effort to include the entire 
University community.

“Our challenge was to come up 
with something that would appeal to 
the broader Wesleyan campus,” Teva 
said. “Many of the chaplains felt that 
love was a theme that is rarely discussed 
with any depth on campus.”

The event opened with an intro-
duction by Teva and a catered Mikado 
lunch. Teva played a clip from the 
animated film “Frozen” to prepare the 
audience for the following discussions. 
Attendees were then asked to share 
with each other a time when they could 
remember feeling particularly loved.

After some discussion, the group 

separated into smaller groups, select-
ing and attending the workshops that 
appealed to them.  The first group 
of workshops included “The Secret 
of Love,” “Loving Your Work,” and 
“What Does it Take To Say ‘I Love 
You?’”

In these small groups, people got 
the opportunity to get to know each 
other in a more intimate setting while 
discussing personal experiences, opin-
ions, and values. Some of these groups 
were more discussion based while some 
were more information driven. After 
50 minutes, the groups changed and 
students chose a different workshop. 
The second round of options included 
workshops such as “Love and the Arts” 
and “The Mysticism of Love.”

The small group sessions, led by 
members of the Office of Religious and 
Spiritual Life and the Career Center, 
addressed some issues very rarely asso-
ciated with the idea of love as we know 
it, such as career choice. The subject 
of how to love your work was treated 
with equal emphasis as more the gen-
eral idea of love. After the workshops 
were completed, the group reconvened 
for a larger group discussion and clos-
ing remarks.

Some students had a romantic 
reason for attending the session.

“[I want to] re-explore myself as a 
single person,” an anonymous student 
said. “TV shows and movies give us 
false ideas about love.”

Other attendees had intentions 
of learning about love and relation-
ships from more spiritual, intellectual, 
or practical points of view. Whatever 

Spiritual Leaders Host Talk on 
Desire and Relationships

By Courtney Laermer
Staff Writer

Joining students and faculty in the 
Allbritton Center last Thursday, Feb. 6, 
Harber Fellow in the Center for the Study 
of Public Life Jack Leonard hosted a pre-
sentation on entrepreneurial leadership in 
America.

Leonard dove right into his presenta-
tion by discussing the debate between en-
trepreneurship and education and address-
ing the need for innovation. To connect 
with the audience, he provided examples 
of innovation such as online education, 
personalized learning, unlimited course 
offerings, and web-based assessments.

“There is a call for innovation in 
education,” Leonard said. “Education is 
generally larger than we think, and one 
of the biggest innovations in the past few 
years has been the charter schools.”

Throughout the presentation, 
Leonard noted the importance of entre-
preneurial leaders in K-12 schooling. He 
also tackled the contradictory skepticism 
about entrepreneurism in education.

“When people hear entrepreneur-
ism, they think the business world,” 
Leonard said. “When I present talks 
about entrepreneurism leadership, I run 
into a lot of skepticism.  When people 
hear entrepreneurism, they think business 
world and larger-than-life leaders who are 
fiercely competitive, focused on efficiency, 
and more concerned about profit than the 
public good.”

Leonard encouraged the audience to 
think about the main questions we should 
be asking ourselves concerning education 
and entrepreneurism.

“The question we should be ask-
ing ourselves is, what are our goals for 
American children?” Leonard asked. 

“What is working for our children? How 
can we develop entrepreneurial school 
leaders and teachers? How can we develop 
an innovative and entrepreneurial orga-
nization? How can we improve the out-
come for all children? My question to you, 
though, is do we want a society where the 
welfare of our children is addressed seg-
mentally and competitively, or do we be-
lieve that it takes a village to raise a child?”

Andrews Professor of Economics and 
Dean of the Social Sciences and Director 
of Global Initiatives Joyce Jacobsen at-
tended the event.

“The talk was very informative and 
interesting, particularly regarding the dif-
ferent types of entrepreneurs and also 
Leonard’s examples of innovating school 
systems,” Jacobsen said.

Following the presentation, Leonard 
allowed audience members to ask him 
questions regarding his research.

“What I thought was interesting 
about Dr. Leonard's talk was his em-
phasis on the fact that many people, in-
cluding myself at first, fear the idea of 
involving entrepreneurship and for-profit 
businesses in education,” said Elizabeth 
Shackney ’17. “He talked about how he 
had to break a lot of rules and ignore a lot 
of the bureaucracy involved, and I think 
that applies to most situations when you 
want to make a real difference. The public 
school system was designed to educate all 
students, and I think that's something we 
need to remember today as we put a new 
emphasis on school choice and account-
ability.”

Leonard is currently teaching a 
course at the University titled CSPL 345: 
Entrepreneurship in Education: Past,  
Present and Future. This class examines 
the historic roots of entrepreneurism in 
education by comparing the social and 

Circles & Ciphers and Cure Violence hosted a panel about inner-
city violence on Feb. 8.
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Panel, Screening 
Tackle Issues of 
Inner-City Violence

By Katya Dajani and Millie Dent
Contributing Writer and News Editor

The University hosted a 
discussion panel that tackled the 
issues of gang- and drug-related 
violence prominent in low-
income areas across the United 
States on Saturday, Feb. 8. The 
panel was comprised of two 
members from Cure Violence, 
an anti-violence initiative, and 
three leaders from Circles & 
Ciphers, a leadership training 
program for young men entan-
gled in the justice system. The 
event was planned with the help 
of two student groups: Invisible 
Men, a forum for University 
alumni and students who identi-
fy as men of color, and Ujamaa, 
which explores and educates the 
community about the African 
diaspora. Evan Okun ’13, now a 
program coordinator for Circles 
& Ciphers, moderated the 
event.

“The goal of the panel 
and performance was to expose 
Wes students to organizations 
that practice complex sociologi-
cal theory,” Okun wrote in an 
email to The Argus. “Too many 
students across America study 
progressive theory in college, 
then graduate and take jobs 
at institutions that perpetuate 
oppression. The excuse I hear 
most often is: ‘I had to accept 
my job at...an investment bank, 
Teach For America, etc.... There 
were no other options.’ I want 
Wesleyan students to know 
there are other options.”

Ethan Viets-VanLear, a 
leader of Circles & Ciphers 
and a member of the panel, dis-
cussed the group’s purpose.

“Circles & Ciphers is a 
young men-of-color, hip-hop-
based organization that uses 
restorative justice practices to 
facilitate conversation that dis-
mantle legacies laced with vio-
lence, incarceration, drug abuse, 
patriarchal masculinity, as well 
as other topics,” Viets-VanLear 
said. “Hip hop is a major tool 
we use, incorporating songs 
and lyrics to the songs as [an] 
introduction to topics to be dis-
cussed. We meet once a week 
in a church located in the most 
north neighborhood of Chicago, 
Rogers Park.”

Cure Violence, formerly 
known as CeaseFire, Inc., is 
run by the Chicago Project 
for Violence Prevention. Cure 
Violence aims to prevent vio-

lence in the Chicago area. The group 
became better-known through the 
documentary “The Interrupters,” pro-
duced in 2011 by Kartemquin Films. 
Many of the organization’s employees 
have been incarcerated at some point 
in their lives or were involved in gang 
violence in their communities.

Prior to the panel, attendees 
viewed the “Interrupters” documenta-
ry, screened by Circles & Ciphers. The 
film helped facilitate discussion and 
provide some background for audience 
members who knew less about the is-
sues about to be addressed.

“The thing about Chicago is that 
it’s actually like two different cities,” 
said Anna Cohen ’17, who attended 
the panel and resides in Chicago. “If 
you live on the north side and go to 
private school, or live on the south or 
west side and go to public, your experi-
ence is completely different. That’s why 
the violence doesn’t get the attention it 
deserves, because for those people who 
control most of the city, it’s not the city 
they have to experience everyday.”

The panel promoted discussion 
and awareness of the problems facing 
many urban communities today. It also 
gave students a platform to discuss pos-
sible solutions to these issues.

“In this day and age, there is al-
most no intentional space for people to 
meet in community, especially margin-
alized communities such as young men 
of color,” Viets-VanLear said.

The event ended with a poetry 
slam hosted by WeSlam in Alpha Delta 
Phi. Okun and members of Circles & 
Ciphers took part in the evening activity.

“Wesleyan was super dope,” Viets-
VanLear said. “I stayed at Earth House 
and was astounded by everyone[’s] gen-
erosity and knowledge. Everyone I met 
was passionate about something, and 
doing something great with that pas-
sion. The ability to engage with any-
one [on] a variety of topics, from pop 
culture, oppression, music, or social 
norms—everyone had input. Can’t wait 
to go back.”

Okun described Circles & 
Ciphers’ hopes to return to campus in 
the future.

“Circles & Ciphers prefers not to 
do panels, since panels reproduce the 
hierarchical [and] expert-driven model 
our organization seeks to dismantle,” 
Okun wrote. “Instead, we prefer to 
share our methodology by way of en-
gaging people in the work we do. For 
this reason, there are plans to return to 
Wesleyan at the end of this semester to 
engage Wesleyan administrators, fac-
ulty, and students in restorative justice 
peace circles!”

Additional reporting by News Editor Tess 
Morgan.

the business aspects of entrepreneurism. 
He lectures on the current debates regard-
ing the connection between business and 
education and the risks associated with it. 
Additionally, he previously held the title 
of Headmaster at the Noonan Business 
Academy in Boston from 2003-2008.

“[At the Noonan Business Academy, 
we] had partnerships. It was a no-brainer 
that you should get all the help you could, 
not simply because we were a business 
academy, we just needed help,” Leonard 
said. “These companies provided intern-
ships for my students during the school 
year, they provided summer jobs, they 
provided workshops for my students and 
guest speakers in my school. They would 
send thousand of dollars’ worth of supplies 
to my school.”

Shackney commented on how 
Leonard’s past experiences help him suc-
cessfully correlate business and education.

“[Leonard made me think] how, in 
the school that he ran, he formed inno-
vative partnerships with for-profits, non-
profits, and other organizations in order to 
provide many much-needed services, such 
as healthcare, to build more of a commu-
nity and [a] holistic education experience,” 
Shackney said. “I hadn’t really thought of 
how beneficial these partnerships could 
be, and it made me realize how you really 
do have to think outside of the box and 
be creative when it comes to improving 
today’s public education system.”

Concluding his presentation, 
Leonard left one final remark for the audi-
ence to consider.

“As long as education is increasingly 
valued and available, evidence indicates 
that the current policies and practices are 
not meeting the demands, then there will 
be a need for innovation in education,” he 
said. “…We cannot do this alone.”

their personal reasons may have been, 
the Chaplains found that the topic was 
an important one for University-age 
students to engage in.

“College can be a time when many 
students form strong relationships with 
others,” Teva said. “Many students ap-
proach us Chaplains seeking guidance 
or perspective. Many students do not 
see their parents’ relationships as a role 
model for the relationships they want 
to be in. Our thinking was, why not 
proactively address something so essen-
tial to the human condition?”

Although the Office of Religious 
and Spiritual Life sponsored the event, 
it was open to students of all faiths and 
religious backgrounds. Many people 
were not even aware it was hosted by 
the Chaplains before they arrived.

The Chaplains stressed that a 
student does not have to be religious 
in order to visit their offices or talk to 
them.

“The Chaplains in [the] Office of 
Religious and Spiritual Life are avail-
able to accompany people as they ex-
plore spiritual issues such as love, the 
purpose of life, their potential voca-
tions, relationships, self-identity, and 
more, and we do not feel compelled to 
use religious language or operate from 
our personal religious paradigms in or-
der to support people exploring these 
deep issues,” Mehr-Muska wrote.

The variety of the topics discussed 
at “Desire and Relationship: What’s 
Love Got to Do With It” gave partici-
pants the opportunity to ruminate on 
the idea that love extends beyond just 
this Valentine’s week.
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ACA: Wesleyan Young Advocates Host 
Connecticut Senator Chris Murphy

On Feb. 8, Senator Chris Murphy spoke to University students about 
ACA enrollment.
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Continued from front page

future of the ACA and the influence 
Republican leaders may have on it.

“I hope that other states will learn 
from the example being set here, but in 
a lot of cases, if I’m being honest, I think 
the replacement of some Republican 
governors is going to be a prerequisite 
for progress,” Florsheim said.

Florsheim’s remarks echoed the 
narrative that Democratic legislators 
like Senator Murphy have maintained 
throughout the rollout of the ACA. 
At the event, Murphy highlighted suc-
cesses, but was quick to ensure that they 
did not eclipse the gravity of coming 
challenges.

“We are a success story here in 
Connecticut,” Murphy said. “What 
Connecticut has shown when it comes 
to the Affordable Care Act is that when 
you make the decision to implement 
the law, rather than oppose the law, it 
works.”

Murphy stressed the impor-
tance of gaining the support of young 
Connecticut residents.

“The law only works if people 
sign up,” Murphy said. “The whole 
success of this entire enrollment pe-
riod—which only lasts for the next 60 
days—rests on our ability to sign up 
young people.”

However, various University stu-
dents at the event attested to the fact 
that, while they may support the ACA, 
they do not feel the need to sign up. 
Jacob Seltzer ’17, who attended the 
event, commented on his perception of 
the ACA. Although quick to state his 
support for the act, Seltzer added that 

he has yet to feel its impacts.
“I have insurance from my par-

ents, so I don’t really have to deal with 
that kind of stuff,” Seltzer said.

Likewise, Quinnipiac Democrats 
President Jacob Nadeau from 
Quinnipiac University conceded that 
college students were unlikely to see di-
rect benefits until graduation.

“Students will really only see ben-
efits after college when they have entry 
level jobs without coverage,” Nadeau 
said.

Others, such as Danny Blinderman 
’14 and Michael Linden ’15, contended 
that the ACA actually does affect them 
directly, and that, in a broader context, 
it fulfills something of a moral impera-
tive.

“I’m very privileged to have insur-
ance, but I have friends here who don’t, 
and to the extent that it helps them, I 
think it does affect me,” Blinderman 
said.

Linden voiced his agreement with 
Blinderman’s statement.

“I can stay on my parents’ health-
care until [I’m] 26, but as a college 
student who cares about larger issues, 
I think the ACA is very important to 
me,” Linden said.

According to Sagar Parekh, the 
founder and driving force behind the 
on-campus group, Blinderman and 
Linden have the right mentalities, and 
Parekh hopes that this kind of thinking 
will inspire a new crop of activists.

“We need to take care of each oth-
er,” Parekh said. “We need to take care 
of those who otherwise can’t afford it.”

Murphy linked pragmatic benefits 
from the ACA to these ethical concerns, 

citing annual savings of $250 billion 
and the elimination of what he termed 
“job-lock,” the idea that individuals 
have to work many hours to get insur-
ance and cannot afford to either scale 
back those hours or seek other employ-
ment for fear of losing that insurance.

“There is economic freedom that 
comes with this bill,” Murphy said.

After answering questions on 
an array of issues including Syrian in-
tervention, the Kirk-Menendez Bill, 
environmental policy, and the ACA, 

Murphy closed by imploring University 
students to get involved.

“There are some really brilliant 
people here, and I need your help,” 
Murphy said. “Your input, be it sending 
an article that you think me or one of 
my staffers should check out, or wheth-
er it’s sending me a tweet or posting 
something on our Facebook wall giving 
me a little feedback about something I 
did or a vote I cast, all of that gets as-
similated into our operation and not all 
of it, but a lot of it, gets to me as well.”

Follow us on 
Twitter: 

@wesleyanargus

And like us on 
Facebook!
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By Coz Deicke
Staff Writer

Anarchy erupted last 
Saturday in Alpha Delta Phi 
(Alpha Delt) as WeSlam spon-
sored the first event of its spring 
slam series, “The Prop Slam 
Featuring Aziza Barnes!” The 
most infamous of poetry slam 
protocol, “No props are EVER 
allowed,” was defied, and poets 
were encouraged to utilize props 
to inspire, alter, and enhance 
their poetry. This reversal trans-
formed items typically result-
ing in disqualification into the 
focus of the poetry performed. 
This riff off of the standard rules, 
combined with WeSlam bring-
ing an amazing feature and in-
spiring guest opening group and 
Wesleyan bringing a crowd with 
vigorous, palpable energy, led to 
an unforgettable night of slam.

The night opened with re-
turning Wes alum Evan Okun 
’13 performing beside members 
of Circles & Ciphers, a Chicago-
based leadership group for young 
men going through the juvenile 
justice system. The group aims 
to empower its participants to 
transform their legacies through 
restorative justice practices and 
the principles of hip-hop art and 
culture.

“Personally, I was blown 
away by Circles & Ciphers,” 
said slammer David Stouck ’15. 
“I think that many of Wesleyan’s 
students are interested in, re-
search and discuss the experi-
ences of underprivileged youth. 
Yet Circles & Ciphers brought 
the realities of impoverished ur-
ban struggles into the same room 
as Wesleyan students and forced 
many of us to face the awkward 
relationship between what we 
discuss in the classroom against 
what we have actually experi-
enced.”

After Circles & Ciphers 
opened, the prop slamming be-
gan. Poets found innovative ways 
to maximize their prop-tential. 
Returning from abroad, Lily 
Myers ’15 saw the slam with fresh 
eyes and was overwhelming excit-
ed and fascinated by the commu-
nity to which she returned.

“I really liked [the prop 
slam],” Myers said. “I think it 
went in two very different di-
rections, and I liked both of the 
directions it went in. I think 
some people used it as more 
of a tool for humor, like Emily 
[Weitzman ’14] sitting in this 
rocking chair, which was fun-
ny…but it actually worked so 
well with her poem.”

Myers also outlined how 
some of the more serious poems 
benefited from propping it up.

“Marissa [Castrigno ’15] 
had this poem called ‘Martha’s 
Stewart Living,’ and she had 
these paint swatches that she got 
from Home Depot and she would 
give a little stanza or an image 
and then show the color that it 
was,” Myers said. “I thought that 
was beautiful and that was a re-
ally great use of props that was 
adding another dimension, and 
it was really gorgeous: the colors, 
the images, the scenes she was de-
scribing.”

After the first round of the 
slam concluded, the audience 
prepared itself for the night’s un-
believable feature, Aziza Barnes. 

The power in Barnes’s words and 
performance had the audience burst-
ing and encouraged many Wesleyan 
poets. Myers became wide-eyed, sat 
up straight, and really started using 
her arms to speak when I asked her 
what she thought of Barnes.

“She was amazing,” Myers said. 
“I’m so glad we got her. I had heard 
only a bit of her stuff before, but she 
made me want to hear more of it. 
She’s an incredible writer, an incred-
ible performer. Yeah, I thought it 
was mind blowing.”

Competing poet Arielle Trager 
’14 found Barnes’s writing philoso-
phy to be equally powerful.

“She was awesome,” Trager said. 
“I really connected with what she 
said during her workshop… she said 
it’s important to know why you’re 
writing to really check in with your-
self every time you write a poem…. 
Interrogate yourself, make this poem 
not just something to comfort you 
but something to challenge yourself 
and the way you feel.”

After Aziza’s set finished, the 
second round of the prop slam com-
menced. Trager performed “For Me,” 
a powerful poem about how Trager’s 
artistic works are hers alone and are 
not her former lover’s. For her prop, 
Trager went through a slide show of 
paper, each sheet simply having the 
word “love” typed more times than 
the sheet prior. This seemingly small 
addition heightened the poem’s 
themes of repetition, autonomy, 
catharsis through writing, and con-
nection. Trager was getting a great 
response throughout her perfor-
mance, and when she finished, the 
audience went berserk with enthu-
siasm. A smile came across Trager’s 
face as she spoke humbly about one 
of the biggest crowd reactions seen 
at a Wesleyan poetry slam.

“I never got a reaction like that 
before,” Trager said. “I was surprised, 
but it was wonderful. I don’t know 
if it was just a new group of people 
hearing for the first time, the vibe in 
the room was really great, partly be-
cause the hosts [Rick Manayan ’17 
and Cherkira Lashley ’15] were so 
awesome, but yeah, it was an amaz-
ing reaction.”

At the end of the night, the re-
sults were tabulated to discern who 
would win the prop slam. Second 
runner-up Matt Siegelman ’16 had 
impressed the audience by using his 
guitar to create a rather catchy song/
rap/poem hybrid. Runner-up Hazem 
Fahmy ’17 performed a moving 
poem about the expectations placed 
on young Egyptian men in which he 
read from an old-fashioned scroll. 
But with two perfect scores and a 
9.9 given in the second round, the 
First-Ever Prop Slam Champion had 
to be no other than Trager.

All in all, the night was deemed 
a major success.

“I loved it,” Myers said. “I 
thought it went so well. I loved 
both of the features. Aziza was fire. 
Circles & Ciphers, it was great to 
have them. I was impressed by every-
one’s work. It heartened me, it was 
really inspiring to see that this is the 
stuff that the writing community at 
Wes is doing right now.”

And lastly, I will leave you with 
one of Barnes’s first remarks upon 
entering the stage, a remark that 
gave everyone in that room a little 
reminder that we have something 
special and unusual going on at 
Wesleyan.

“Where else would you see so 
many young people spending their 
Saturday night listening to poetry?”

WeSlam Showcases 
“Prop-tential”

By Chris Roth
Staff Writer

After the Disco is the kind of al-
bum that will always be underrated 
because it pays less attention to nov-
elty than craftsmanship. With the new 
album, Broken Bells did not aim to 
revolutionize music, but seemed to aim 
for the modest and respectable goal of 
providing enjoyment through a collec-
tion of pop songs. At this goal, they 
succeeded overwhelmingly.

After the Disco does not sound 
particularly like James Mercer’s main 
group, The Shins, but more like a con-
glomeration of modern-day alternative 
rock. In fact, the influences of many 

of the groups that Danger Mouse has 
worked with are present throughout the 
album. The song “Angel and the Fool” 
is a ballad that sounds like it could 
have come out of Jack White’s cata-
logue, while the opening riff to “Leave 
It Alone” bears a strong resemblance to 
that of “Little Black Submarines” by 
The Black Keys.

The album also draws many in-
fluences from the past, including the 
era after which it is titled. The song 
“Holding on for Life” pays homage 
to the Bee Gees. It begins with a verse 
that feels like it could have been taken 
from a Shins song before erupting into 
a falsetto chorus of “Holding on for 
life/ holding on for life/ holding on for 

Broken Bells Aims for Quality 
Over Novelty on After the Disco

love.” It is a bold move to imitate one 
of the more mocked eras of music, but 
Broken Bells manages to pull it off in a 
way that seems fresh and fun. The title 
track is decidedly influenced by disco, 
featuring a powerful repetitive rhythm 
throughout the song.

The theme of After the Disco is 
that great equalizer: time. Here, the 
“disco” is used as a metaphor for those 
brief periods of pure bliss without con-
sequence. For James Mercer, it seems, 
the “disco” is his time as the front man 
of a popular indie rock band. “After the 
Disco” comes the realization that these 
times are over, and the process of deal-
ing with the banality of ordinary life. 
In the song “No Matter What You’re 
Told,” James Mercer has a conversa-
tion with himself, advising himself to 
stay modest and not to get sucked up 
in fame. For example, he tells him-
self, “The ego is playing tricks on you 
again.” Mercer is simultaneously self-
aware that he may be living on unsus-
tainable popularity, yet also enamored 
by his fame. He sings, “I don’t wanna 
be there when you hit the ground.”

In other songs, Mercer focuses on 
other people who are victims of living 
in the past. For example, “Holding on 
for Life” dwells on a girl who never 
abandoned the party life and is now a 
prostitute. The title track has a similar 
theme, although it focuses on a rela-
tionship that is no longer fresh. Mercer 
sings, “But after the disco/ all of the 
shine just faded away.”

Ultimately, Mercer and Burton 
embody the ideas they preach. Instead 
of getting caught up in the fame and 
trying to create an over-the-top album 
that shocks their audience, they created 
a brilliant pop album that maximizes 
their talents. The album is a thorough-
ly enjoyable listen, and there is not a 
single song that should be skipped.

By Meg de Recat
Staff Writer

Walking onstage wearing noth-
ing but tight black underwear with 
handcuffs attached, and a fright-
eningly disheveled bunny mask, 
Nobunny makes quite the first im-
pression. This terrifying mask is 
a permanent fixture in his perfor-
mances, but the rest of his outfit can 
change from show to show, or from 
song to song. Kneepads, raw meat, 
firecrackers, ball-gags, and panties 
are not out of the question during a 
Nobunny show, which is what makes 
his concerts both bizarre and enter-
taining. As eccentric as his persona 
is, Nobunny’s music is so bubble-
gum punk that anyone and everyone 
will want to dance and sing along.

Originally from Tucson, 
Arizona, Justin Champlin is the man 
behind the music and the mask. 
On stage, he becomes Nobunny, a 
seven-year-old jackalope-human hy-
brid who was raised on peyote in the 
Southwestern desert.

“I was born in a desert about 
45 minutes outside Tucson, Arizona, 
on March 3, 2001,” Nobunny told 
Turn It Down in an interview back 
in 2008. “Momma was a jackalope 
and daddy was a human. People 
think the desert is all death, when 
in fact there is a lot of life—jackrab-
bits, wild dogs, rattlers, scorpions, 
coyotes, and the moon. The moon is 

my other mother.”
The interviewer then went on to 

ask him what influences Nobunny.
“Girls. Girls. Girls,” Nobunny 

said. “The elements: air, earth, wa-
ter, and fire. Love. Truth. The moon. 
As far as music: Hasil Adkins, Lil 
Bunnies, Albert Ayler, Elvis Presley, 
The Cramps, Gentleman Jesse, John 
Battles and ELO.”

His debut LP was Love Visions, 
which was home-recorded and re-
leased by Bubblegum Records in 
2008. Following its original release, 
Love Visions was released by 1-2-3-4 
Go! Records in 2009 alongside Raw 
Romance, which was released with 
Burger Records. His next two LPs, 
First Blood and Secret Songs, were 
released to equally high reviews as 
his first releases, and Nobunny of-
ficially made a name for himself in 
the punk music scene. His music 
has been described as a form of lo-fi 
garage punk with aspects of bubble-
gum and power pop, and is generally 
the kind of upbeat that welcomes a 
form of violent, adrenaline-induc-
ing, and energy-draining dancing.

Downstairs in Eclectic for 
Nobunny’s show this past Thursday, 
the crowd was thriving and vibrat-
ing in anticipation of what was sure 
to be an entertaining night, expect-
ing the strange and hoping for the 
outrageous. Opening for Nobunny 
was Baby Gap, whose singer and 
drummer continued to play during 

Nobunny’s Eccentric Energy 
Lights Up Eclectic 

Nobunny’s set once they finished 
their own.

From the first beat of the first 
song, the crowd channeled in on 
Nobunny’s relentless energy and 
danced in such a violent and ener-
getic way that it was impossible not 
to smile while dodging the flailing 
bodies all around. The song that 
was definitely the most well known 
by the Eclectic crowd was “Blow 
Dumb,” during which Nobunny 
walked into the crowd while con-
tinuing to sing and then invited 
people from the crowd on stage. The 
stage and the crowd merged and the 
show became one giant dance party.

This is how the show ended, 
with Wesleyan students yelling and 
dancing on stage with a semi-nude 
singer wearing a bunny mask and 
the rest of the crowd intermixed in 
an all out mosh-pit. Nobunny had 
described himself as, “that fool in 
the alley laughing…that body sleep-
ing in the park…a skateboard and 
a tallboy,” which could to be inter-
preted as complete gibberish with 
no real meaning, but could also be 
construed as a way of saying that 
Nobunny represents anything and 
everything, nobody and everyone. 
In that sense, Wesleyan garnered a 
reputation of an equal and welcom-
ing community in which everyone—
even those in nightmarish bunny 
masks—are welcome to dance like 
madmen and sing along.

C/O PASTED.COM

After the Disco, an unpretentious but robust collection of pop songs, 
is the second album from Broken Bells, the collaborative project 
from Shins frontman James Mercer and producer Danger Mouse.
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By Alyssa Domino and Gwendolyn 
Rosen

Contributing Writer and Arts Editor

The One Day Plays have become 
one of Wesleyan’s most highly antici-
pated theater traditions. Each semes-
ter, theater connoisseurs and stage 
newbies alike come together with one 
common mission: to put on an amaz-
ing show in approximately 24 hours 
while running on minimal sleep.

Dan Storfer ’15 has been the 
head coordinator of the One Day 
Plays for the past two semesters and 
previously helped Second Stage alum 
Lu Corporan ’13 run the production.

“I’m basically there every step 
of the way in one way or another,” 
Storfer said.

Being there every step of the 
way means being organized, even at 
3 a.m. Actors, directors, and writers 
alike gather the Friday night before 
the performance, each bringing a prop 
to contribute to the writers’ inspira-
tion. The actors and directors disperse 
at 10:30 p.m., leaving the writers to 
draft actors for their scripts and cre-
ate a completed product by 5 a.m. 
Directors then pick their scripts at 6 
a.m., without knowing their authors 
or their cast, and actors arrive at 7 
a.m. to begin rehearsing. By 8 p.m., 
the ’92 is filled with an audience that 
is ready to see what the group has cre-
ated.

Though the whole day is basi-
cally a nightmare tech week, with no 
one on book and no costumes ready 
just hours before the show, Storfer 
said things usually remain pretty calm 
throughout the majority of the day, 
with the exception being the dress re-
hearsal.

“We only have one dress rehears-
al, but at the very beginning of the 
dress rehearsal that’s probably where 
it’s craziest because that’s where all 
the last minute changes [happen],” 
Storfer said. “Once we hit the 5 p.m. 
slot, then we fill the time however we 
can fill the time.”

Like Storfer, Coz Deicke ’15 is 
also well versed in the routine of the 
One Day Plays. This semester marked 
his second time writing for the pro-
duction; he has also directed and act-
ed in the One Day Plays in the past.

“I’ve done it five times, and I take 
it super seriously,” Deicke said.

Deicke attributes his particular 
writing strategy to his knowledge of 
all the different roles students can take 
on in the One Day Plays.

“[I] really try to think about the 
fact that this is going to be performed 
in 12 hours,” Deicke said. “[I] try to 
make it not too dialogue heavy, weird, 
have a lot of spectacle and physical 
movement to make it funny, and also 
change the pace.”

Deicke has a more competitive 
approach to the One Day Plays than 
some other participants and believes 
that the order in which a writer’s play 
is performed is a sign of its strength. 
This year, his play “Red Velvet” was 
performed first in the series.

“Red Velvet” incorporated 13 of 
the props brought in by the produc-
tion team, including a Santa onesie, 
worn by Maddy Oswald ’14. The play 
started the evening off on an outra-
geous note, with Oswald narrating to 
the audience that she planned to lace 
her nether regions with poison in or-
der to kill her cheating husband, Ward 
Archibald ’17, when he gave her oral 
sex. And yes, the onesie was present 
for the entirety of the sex scene.

Matthew Catron ’16, the director 
of “Red Velvet,” described the panic 
he felt when trying to choose a script 
in the overwhelming hour before the 
actors arrived on Saturday morning.

“I was like, ‘Oh my gosh, I can’t 

read, what’s happening?’” Catron said. 
“I was trying to find a script to con-
nect with; it was like speed dating. 
[Except] with scripts.”

The next short play came from 
Grace Herman-Holland ’15, entitled 
“The One with All the Kissing.” 
Though Herman-Holland claimed 
the play had nothing to do with 
“Friends,”  the uncomfortable hu-
mor of watching four friends play an 
awkward game of Spin the Bottle at a 
Christmas party made it hard not to 
picture Rachel, Ross, and the rest of 
the gang.

Anthony Dean ’17 said that the 
rehearsal process for that play created 
a strong bond with his fellow cast-
mates.

“We sat in the ’92 green room, 
and we played Spin the Bottle,” Dean 
said. “We had a great time; it was 
beautifully awkward.”

Though watching Dean, Sara 
Feldman ’17, Max Lee ’16, and Jessica 
Perelman ’17 swap spit at the mercy of 
a ginger ale bottle made the audience 
squirm a little, the peak of discomfort 
certainly came from Will McGhee 
’17 and Will Stewart ’17’s “Seven is a 
Lucky Number.”

“I never knew you could make 
such a large group of people laugh 
so uncomfortably until I performed 
in ‘Seven is a Lucky Number,’” actor 
Melissa Leung ’16 wrote in an email 
to The Argus.

Melanie Parziale ’16’s New Jersey 
accent received some genuine laugh-
ter, but the audience had trouble 
picking an appropriate reaction when 
Becca Fredrick ’14 and Dan Bachman 
’17 dropped their characters’ child 
to its death from the edge of the ’92 
stage.

McGhee reported receiving some 
questions about the script throughout 
the day.

“I was woken up a few hours 
later by a call from Dan Bachman, our 
lead, who wanted to know if I could 
make macaroni art of Anne Frank as 
a prop for the show,” McGhee wrote 
in an email to The Argus. “I told him 
no and went back to sleep. The joke’s 
on him, though. We made him kill his 
child.”

Future One Day Play partici-
pants should be warned that they will 
always be at the mercy of their writers, 
no matter how murderous the script.

Josh Cohen ’14, Ben Zucker ’15, 
and Michelle Agresti ’14 came togeth-
er under Lilly Holman ’15’s direc-
tion to bring Russell Goldman ’17’s 
“Hamlet in a Bus Shop” to life. The 
three began the short play as Hamlet 
characters Claudius, Hamlet, and 
Gertrude, respectively, before break-
ing character to reveal that they didn’t 
like or even understand the ridiculous 
plot line woven by Josh, the “director” 
of the show within the show.

“You might study for a big exam 
over a couple of weeks,” Holman said. 
“This is like a cram session…they’ve 
said [their lines] enough times over 
the last couple hours that they know 
[them] pretty well right off the bat.”

Holman confessed her nervous-
ness about creating blocking and a set 
that would do justice to Goldman’s 
acting and writing. Her choice of 
a simple set, a lack of dependency 
upon props, and a blocking style that 
naturally built energy toward a final 
climactic chase around the theater 
allowed the audience to focus on the 
hilarity of the actors and the insane 
creativity of the plot.

“MUSICAL: The Play,” written 
by Lauren Langer ’16 and directed by 
May Treuhaft-Ali ’17 captured a mo-
ment in the life of a horrendous writ-
er/director who could not take criti-
cism to save herself. Alaska, played by 
Emma Hagemann ’17, became a hi-

larious caricature as she tried to justify 
the relevance of her musical’s opening 
scene in Egypt when the rest of the 
play was about a poor man who could 
not heat his house. Max Luton ’17, 
Uma Dieffenbach ’17, and Jenna Starr 
’15 played three friends torn between 
keeping quiet to save Alaska’s ego (and 
their own skin) and revealing the clear 
truth that the show should not go on. 
They eventually reached a breaking 
point when each character sided with 
uninhibited honesty.

“We have pretty good chemistry 
as far as characters relating to each 
other, mostly thanks to May’s direc-
tion,” Luton said in the midst of re-
hearsal. “She’s instructing us a lot on, 
‘Now while this person is talking to 
the audience or delivering the main 
line, I want you guys to be exchanging 
looks.’ That’s adding a lot of energy.”

Margaret Curtis ’16, Gabe 
Gordon ’15, and Emilie Pass ’15 
teamed up to write “Cops on 
Broadway” and were the first of sev-
en writing teams to finish. Much to 
every musical theater lover’s delight, 
the play’s main character was Patti 
LuPone.

“[I’m] living the dream,” said Jess 
Cummings ’17 on playing the role of 
the Tony Award winner.

Matthew Krakaur ’14 played an 
actor-turned-cop, wearing an amazing 
pair of metallic gold pants. The play 
spiraled into musical chaos as LuPone 
tried to convince the ex-musical star 
to help revamp her career.

Marianna Ilagan ’15 was not ex-
pecting to be asked to sing when she 
signed up for One Day Plays for the 
first time, but she did a beautiful job 
as she lamented her unrequited love 
for Krakaur through song.

“They’re all, like, musically 
trained,” Ilagan said. “And I’m like, 
well, I tried.”

The group agreed that its ex-
ecution of the show was probably not 
what Curtis, Gordon, and Pass in-
tended, but that creative license was 
part of the One Day Plays experience.

“Their visions did not match our 
visions,” Krakaur said with a laugh.

“A Real Knack For Magic,” writ-
ten by Solomon Billinkoff ’14 and 
directed by Johnny LaZebnik ’16, 
wrapped up the evening with a play-
ful depiction of the imagination of a 
child. Tawni Stoop ’15 played a little 
girl with a magician friend, who took 
the form of a smiley-face balloon and 
was voiced by Daniel Giovanniello 
’17. The magician’s assistant was 
played by Jessica Wolinsky ’17, 
dressed outrageously as a clown. Her 
bubbly personality sharply contrasted 
that of her monotonous, cruel supe-
rior. The girl and the assistant clown 
magician befriended one another and 
experienced the type of magical rela-
tionship that can only be understood 
through the eyes of a child.

“It’s very funny…but it has a 
very big heart, and at the end there 
is something unexpected that you 
have to use your imagination to love,” 
Wolinsky said of the play.

Wolinsky was enthusiastic about 
having the opportunity to get to know 
people through the One Day Plays 
and to see the theatrical side of friends 
who decided to step out on a limb and 
try participating in the 24-hour pro-
ductions.

The One Day Plays always pro-
duce a bizarre spectacle, and audience 
members and participants alike always 
enjoy relishing the quick bursts of cre-
ativity that come from Wesleyan stu-
dents. As always, the plays proved that 
sleep is for the weak. Dean said it best 
as he described getting up at 6:30 a.m. 
as one of his favorite parts of the day:

“[I] don’t drink coffee,” he said. 
“I just have theater.”

Rapid Rehearsal Process 
Results in One Day Plays THE CINEFILES

Happy mid-February, everybody! It’s time to brave the cold and make your 
way to the Goldsmith Family Cinema for this week’s fabulous selection. For a 
spectacular and wonderful assault on the senses, along with explorations of every-
thing you want to think about before Valentine’s Day, join us for “Talk to Her” on 
Wednesday. Take a break from thinking about romance for a day and instead take 
a fascinating cultural and historical journey with “Zaytoun” on Thursday, which 
is the next entry in our Israeli Film Series. Now, remember all those questions you 
pondered over with “Talk to Her”? Forget them, and instead fall in love with Nic 
Cage and a slightly older James Bond on Valentine’s Day when we blow up your 
loneliness with “The Rock.” End the week with a truly special beginning to our 
Black Directors Series, “Within Our Gates,” which is one of the first films helmed 
by a black director.

Please also take note that we are now accepting applications to be on the Film 
Board! If you have any interest in helping us program and organize the Film Series, 
check out our Facebook page or the Wesleying post and download the application.

TALK TO HER
2002. Spain. Dir: Pedro Almodóvar. With 
Javier Cámara. 112 min.
WEDNESDAY, February 12. 8 p.m. $5.

A man whose girlfriend falls into a 
coma following a bullfighting accident 
strikes up a friendship with a male nurse 
caring for a comatose ballet dancer. Full 
of melodramatic twists and turns, Spanish 
auteur Pedro Almodovar’s blend of tragedy 
and black comedy harnesses an array of 
universal themes—love, obsession, the fra-
gility of the human connection—in a piece 
both unsettling and heartbreakingly sincere. 
Featuring beautiful cinematography and an 
unforgettable soundtrack, “Talk to Her” 
stands as one of the richest masterpieces of 
modern cinema. The chance to see it on the 
big screen is too good to pass up.

ZAYTOUN
2012. Israel/UK/France. Dir: Eran Riklis. 
With Stephen Dorff. 110 min.
THURSDAY, February 13. 8 p.m. FREE.

“Zaytoun” is another exciting addition 
to our Israeli film series. It is at once both a 
war story and a story of friendship between 
a young Palestinian boy and an Israeli fighter 
pilot during the 1982 Lebanon war. It follows 
their remarkable journey together through 
Lebanon and how the obstacles they face 
change them for the better. Once again, we 
have a great speaker to accompany the film. 
Director of Film Programs at the JCC in 
Manhattan Isaac Zablocki will be joining us, 
and it should make for an exciting and fasci-
nating evening.

THE ROCK
1996. USA. Dir: Michael Bay. With Sean 
Connery, Nicolas Cage. 136 min.
FRIDAY, February 14. 8 p.m. $5.

No date for Valentine’s Day? Make it a 
bro’s night out with the one and only Sean 
Connery and Nic “balls to the wall” Cage. 
When a group of rogue Marines possess-
ing lethal rockets and face-melting gas seize 
Alcatraz and threaten to attack San Francisco, 
the FBI recruit their top chemical weapons 
specialist (obviously Cage) to join an elite 
team of Navy SEALS. But can they save the 
day before its too late? Come find out this 
Friday. There will be a little bit of everything: 
suspense, laughs, explosions, and maybe even 
a little Cage-heckling along the way.

WITHIN OUR GATES
1920. USA. Dir: Oscar Micheaux. With 
Evelyn Preer, Flo Clements, James D. Ruffin. 
79 min.
SATURDAY, February 15. 8 p.m. FREE.

“Within Our Gates” is one of the 
earliest silent films directed by an African 
American man and prominently starring an 
African American cast. It is about a woman 
taking her destiny into her own hands af-
ter being betrayed by her fiancé. She works 
to help a poor school raise enough money 
to stay afloat. Through this story, director 
Oscar Micheaux explores the racial condi-
tions in both the North and the South at 
the time. It is both a great film and a cul-
tural touchstone, and I promise you will 
regret missing it. It also kicks off the Black 
Directors Series that we put together to cel- 

           ebrate Black History Month.

By Lillian Holman and Andreas Streuli
Film Board Representatives
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By Noah Mertz
Assistant Photo Editor

After a three-year wait, Bombay 
Bicycle Club has finally perfected and 
released its fourth album, So Long, See 
You Tomorrow. It features a continu-
ation and evolution of the sophisticat-
ed-yet-playful pop sound of the 2011 
album A Different Kind of Fix, an 
amalgamation of the hard-hitting, sim-
plistic indie vibes of I Had the Blues 

But I Shook Them Loose (2009), and 
the stripped-down, acoustic sopho-
more album, Flaws (2010). The band’s 
distinctive sound remains the essential 
backbone, but with meatier highs (nota-
bly in “Overdone,” “Eyes Off You,” and 
“Come To”) that will no doubt reach the 
backs of their stadium shows.

Also showcased are frontman Jack 
Steadman’s impressive and distinctive 
production chops, influenced by his 
contemporaries in British electronica 

Bombay Bicycle Club Projects Sophisticated Indie-
Pop Sound to the Nosebleeds of the Arena

like Blood Orange, and Indian musical 
themes deriving from Steadman’s ex-
periences songwriting in India (as well 
as Tokyo, Holland, and Turkey) away 
from the rest of the band. The result is 
an instantly recognizable but more ma-
ture sound that mixes current electronic 
trends with non-Western instrumenta-
tions and musical forms, all with an 
atmospheric, ’70s-esque sense of sonic 
exploration.

Bombay Bicycle Club has once 
again demonstrated its expertise in 
structuring an album that not only takes 
you on a journey, but also makes you 
third party to a story. So Long, See You 
Tomorrow tracks the ups and downs of 
a relationship, beginning with a difficult 
break up in “Overdone” and ending 
with the title track “So Long, See You 
Tomorrow,” the happy conclusion re-
vealing that the two will remain in each 
other’s lives. This cycle is mimicked in 
the album artwork of a spinning anima-
tion of a sun rising and setting endlessly, 
inspired by the frame-by-frame photog-
raphy of Eadweard Muybridge.

The hint of tabla on “Overdone” 
is a preview of more Indian influence 
to come. The main guitar riff is remi-
niscent of Pink Floyd, offering a sense 
of exploration while remaining glued to 
the incessant, grooving beat. Lucy Rose, 
who took a nearly-official part as mem-
ber of the band for their previous release, 
sings a careening harmony in the cho-
rus. Steadman’s characteristically playful 
rearrangement of mainstream pop beat 
patterns makes the hook instantly fa-
miliar. As implied by the title, this song 
expresses frustration with a failing rela-
tionship, with Steadman asking, “Tell 
me was it enough when we were first in 

By Emma Davis 
Assistant Food Editor

On Thursday, Feb. 6, the Real Art 
Ways Gallery in Hartford hosted the 
opening of “Sticky,” Assistant Professor 
of Art Julia Randall’s show of colored-
pencil drawings. Randall is in her sixth 
year of teaching at Wesleyan and is be-
loved among students for her “ARST 131 
- Drawing I” and “ARST 432 - Drawing 
II” classes, as well as for mentoring senior 
theses and teaching assistants.

“Sticky” Finds Beauty in Randall’s Bubblegum Series

I drove into Hartford with a car full 
of other former Drawing I students, pull-
ing into a street so snowy that we had to 
push the car backwards out of a snowbank 
when we tried to park. I had seen slides 
of Randall’s work in class when she intro-
duced herself to us early on in the semes-
ter, and I remembered being struck by the 
vibrancy and whimsy of her drawings. I 
had even done some Googling afterwards, 
deeply intrigued by the interplay of lips, 
flora and fauna, and intricate mechanical 
parts that characterize her images.

“Sticky,” her latest series, is a se-
quence of drawings of chewed, partially-
inflated bubblegum. There is a remarkable 
tension between the thin, stretched, near-
ly-translucent “bubble” of each piece of 
gum and the masticated, fleshy remainder, 
which gleams with spit and is punctuated 
by wrinkled and irregular teeth marks. The 
opposing textures are extraordinary in that 
they could be colored cotton sheets and 
dripping meat, but are clearly the same 
material, underscoring bubblegum’s fun-
damental marvel.

The drawings are stark but visceral in 
their simplicity, with the bubblegum im-
posed on a white background with merely 
a cast shadow to create setting. Some of the 
drawings also contain tacks or dental im-
plements holding the gum in place, con-
trasting the taut tactility of the gum with 
the steely solidity of the metal. Naturally, 
due to the subject matter, the images rely 
on a bubblegum palette, encompassing a 
range from pale pink to a slightly sickly 
purple and blue, but they gain an unex-
pected brightness from Randall’s expert 
use of colored pencils.

Randall explained to me that she 
produces this dimensionality through the 
careful application of layer after layer of 
color in what might be termed a paint-
erly style. Rather than copy directly from 
a single photograph, she observes her sub-
ject from a variety of angles and develops a 
hyper-realistic composite of its form.

“I spend a lot of time just looking 
before I do any drawing,” Randall said. 
“I look to see what the ‘rules’ are, if that 
makes any sense; I look to see what the to-
nality is, what the color does, and how it 
shifts as you go through different areas of 
light. I look to see how transparency shows 
itself…I may start off with direct observa-
tion of the photograph, but through all 
of these subtle exaggerations and edits, 
I make it seem even more so, it’s [about] 
learning the language of the object, and 
accentuating it, so you think that you’re 

C/O MUSICFEEDS.COM

BBC fans will hope that So Long, See You Tomorrow is sincere in its 
title and that the band will refrain from another three-year hiatus.

love to plant the seed then just leave.”
After the crash-heavy climax of 

“Overdone,” “It’s Alright Now” pulls 
listeners back, reflecting on the past 
wrongdoings that led to the breakup of 
the opening track. Lucy Rose now takes 
on a leading part of the melody, build-
ing parallel thirds with Jack’s harmony 
and making a strong link to older songs 
such as “Lights Out Words Gone” and 
“Flaws.”

The album’s pulsing single, “Carry 
Me,” is next. Steadman’s use of triplets 
in his electronic bass tones is instantly 
intriguing and creates a modern feel. A 
reverb-heavy guitar in concert with a 
blend of horns opens up an atmospheric 
sense of space, leading to another moun-
tainous climax which marks the return 
of emotional connectedness. For this 
single, which was released at the end of 
2013, the band experimented with an 
interactive music video. While watching 
you use your mouse to scroll through 
multiple angles of the subjects, allowing 
an element of first-person viewership.

The album once again slows down 
with the next track, “Home By Now,” 
which pairs familiar vocals with the best 
showcase so far of Steadman’s produc-
ing chops. There is a sense of distance 
between the lovers, as Steadman im-
plores, “If you won’t spill your heart, I’ll 
chase you for the words you owe.” The 
electronic vibe continues in the more 
upbeat “Whenever, Wherever.” This is 
the clearest example in this album of the 
confluence of Steadman’s club influence 
and the band’s history of catchy pop 
writing.

“Luna” kicks off side B with the re-
turn of the tabla. The song swells into a 
tandem cry of “I’m ready for you to find 

out,” marking the rejuvenation of the 
young, excited love for which Steadman 
has been reaching. “Eyes Off You,” in 
striking contrast to the elation of Luna, 
begins with the stark sound of just voice 
and piano. Just when the song appears 
to be approaching a defeated close, a 
low electronic beat fades in, followed by 
crashing cymbals and a grungy distorted 
bass line. It finally fades into somber 
amorousness as the relationship is once 
again threatened.

“Feel” seems to be the song most 
heavily influenced by Steadman’s stay in 
India, with a bridge of powerful paral-
lel thirds and a bouncing bass line. With 
“just one feeling,” the love has returned, 
and it hangs around for the next song, 
“Come To.” Steadman evokes the ’90s 
with his use of a flange pedal (think 
“Slide” by the Goo Goo Dolls) while 
proclaiming “I have some faith in us,” 
helping the relationship to “come to” 
out of unconsciousness.

Closing out the album is the 
epic “So Long, See You Tomorrow.” 
Beginning with slower, more thoughtful 
exploration, the tempo eventually picks 
up into a rolling, airy club hit with sam-
pling and a ricocheting synth melody, 
an unhindered celebration of love. The 
message of the album is finally unveiled 
here: in relationships, all you need to 
look for is someone who, through ups 
and downs, you couldn’t imagine seeing 
every day.

Once again, the masterful Bombay 
Bicycle Club delivers a well-balanced al-
bum with a new layer to discover with 
each listen. The introduction of more 
of Steadman’s producing into the band’s 
already established sound carries this al-
bum into a genre all its own.

seeing something that looks reality-based, 
but in fact, it’s very, very much based on 
fiction.”

One of the strongest aspects of 
Randall’s “Sticky” series is the composi-
tion of her images, which are consistently 
dynamic despite the inevitable similarities 
between each piece of gum. Combined 
with the high level of detail, the tight crops 
and almost trompe l’oeil effect of her style 
prevent the drawings from being trite, 
stock images of gum. Remarkably, her 
work manages to be both accessible and 
meaningful, candy for the eyes that also 
hints at human flesh and fragility.

Randall explained that this clarity of 
purpose is key to her artistic vision.

“I don’t want to make things that are 
like wallpaper,” Randall said. “I want to 
make things that are both beautiful and ar-
resting. I’d like to try to speak to the larger 
experience that everyone has to deal with: 
the body, the corporeality, the sexuality, 
the humor, and the ephemerality of our 
lives.”

The show also includes Randall’s 
first foray into film: a video of bubbles 
being blown, chewed, and reabsorbed by 
disembodied mouths in blackness. It was 
certainly one of the most mesmerizing 
art films I’ve had the pleasure of seeing 
exhibited, enthralling both for its eerie fa-
miliarity and for its inventiveness. It was 
produced with the help of Randall’s friend 
Chris Zitelli, who has a background in 
video editing.

Although the video was paired with 
a soundtrack of bubbles being popped and 
chewed, it was mostly drowned out by the 
chatter of circulating viewers. The gallery 
space was filled with many of Randall’s stu-
dents, past and present, and many of her 
colleagues from the University.

Randall was particularly delighted by 
the outpouring of student support, which 
is a testament to her charm and enthusi-
asm in the classroom.

“We’ve had so much bad weather 

that I was just getting really nervous, re-
ally anxious that I would just be standing 
around there by myself,” Randall said. “I 
think that fear, the exhibition fear, when 
you actually put yourself out there in 
public, when you are there as well as your 
work; that’s always something that makes 
me initially nervous. And in the end, there 
was such a beautiful show of support from 
my students. That really meant the most 
to me, to be honest. It was past and pres-
ent students, all showing up. There’s just 
something so marvelous about that.”

As a former student of Randall, I was 
immensely glad to have made the trek and 
to have had the opportunity to be inspired 
by the passion and commitment to craft 
visible in Randall’s work. As the name of 
show suggests, “Sticky” is a series that will 
stick with you, whether or not you enjoy 
its grotesquerie, and one whose timeless-
ness is a tribute to its creator’s skill and 
freshness of thought.

Randall, for her part, says her career 
is driven by her willingness to remain open 
to play, experimentation, and the evolu-
tion of her art.

“Something that I talk to my stu-
dents about a lot, especially the majors or 
people who are in Drawing II, is, as they 
go forward, to try to seek out their own 
content, the things about their work that 
make it specific to them,” Randall ex-
plained. “It never really stops. There’s this 
impression that when you go to an exhi-
bition of your professor’s [work], for ex-
ample, that things have kind of fixed into 
place, and they’ve really found their thing. 
In fact, it may be like that for some people, 
but it’s not like that for me. I actually re-
ally identify with this consistent struggle to 
redefine the things that are truly important 
to me, and to make sure that I’m pushing 
my images forward, so I’m not just [being] 
formulaic. And it’s challenging, and it’s 
hard to give up things that you do well. I 
practice what I teach, instead of practicing 
what I preach.

EMMA DAVIS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

“Sticky,” the newest series by Assistant Professor of Art Julia 
Randall, is a multimedia exhibition centered around gum.
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WEEKEND IN REVIEW

Top Left: Members of Cure Violence and Circles & Ciphers sat on a panel to discuss 
inner-city violence in the Daniel Family Commons.

Top Right: Senator Chris Murphy discussed the Patient Protection and Affordable Care 
Act this Saturday, Feb. 8. 

Middle Right: Saturday’s talk on desire and relationships was sponsored by the Office of 
Spiritual and Religious life and addressed the concept of love in its myriad forms.

Above: After sweeping a weekend series against Hamilton, the women’s hockey team 
clinched a playoff berth for the first time since 2002.

Right: Men’s hockey won both of its weekend games behind a scoring onslaught, includ-
ing seven goals in a victory over Williams. 

TRISHA ARORA/PHOTO EDITOR

RAJAA ELDRISSI/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SADICHCHHA ADHIKARI/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SHANNON WELCH/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

KATHY LEE/PHOTO EDITOR

KATHY LEE/PHOTO EDITOR
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Top Left: Nobunny’s eccentric outfits are a staple of his performances. 

Top Right: Electronic artist DJ Rashad, who released his newest album, Double Cup, in October, 
plays at Eclectic on Friday night.

Above: The Hussy opens for Nobunny at Eclectic on Thursday night.

Right, Bottom Left: One Day Plays continues its tradition of ridiculous theater in the ’92 this past 
Saturday.

Bottom Right: Assistant Professor of Art Julia Randall displays her latest series, “Sticky,” in 
Hartford this past Thursday.

CHONG GU/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

TRISHA ARORA/PHOTO EDITOR

TRISHA ARORA/PHOTO EDITOR

NOAH MERTZ/PHOTO ASSISTANT

EMMA DAVIS/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERCHONG GU/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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food

Gnocchi, Peerless 
Among Pastas

Continued from front page

     The salad looked artful and fresh 
with crunchy slices of garlic bread 
framing the plate. The flavors worked 
in sync with one another, and the 
combination of red onions and hot 
cherry peppers delivered a kick I had 
been craving. I tore into a piece of 
the garlic bread, which was perfectly 
toasted with just the right amount of 
oil.
     A less-inspiring dish was the ap-
petizer of jalapeño poppers, which 
consisted of bite-sized balls of pep-
pers and cheddar cheese with a fried 

Pizza: Cardinal Pizza Grows 
Wings, But Yet to Soar

outer coating. Even with a generous layer 
of salsa, the taste was rather bland. I ex-
pected spice from the jalapeño, and I was 
disappointed when the anticipated zing 
failed to register on my taste buds.
     The biggest letdown was the pair of 
pizza slices, one plain and one meatball. 
Both looked aged and tired on the plate. 
The temperature of the pizza teetered 
on the border between lukewarm and 
chilled, and the cheese seemed to peel 
away from the crust like a second skin. 
The crust itself lacked flexibility, and the 
tough dough made the pizza taste as old 
as it looked. The addition of meatballs 
was an improvement and enhanced an 

INGREDIENTS
1  PACKAGE (1 LB.) POTATO GNOCCHI
1 PACKAGE (10 OZ.) FRESH SPINACH

2 TBSP. PINE NUTS
1.5 TBSP. OLIVE OIL

SALT TO TASTE

By Emma Davis
Assistant Food Editor

In my esteemed opinion, gnocchi 
is one of the most delicious foods on 
Earth. And while the uninitiated may 
take this as a bold claim, anyone who 
has tasted this soft, slightly chewy pota-
to pasta will likely agree it is one of the 
best things to come out of Italy, barring 
the Renaissance.

Because it is so specific to Italian 
cuisine, gnocchi can be difficult to 
find in your local supermarket, let 
alone in a college dining hall. Having 
failed to encounter gnocchi at Usdan 
or Summerfields, I had more or less 
given up on eating it while at Wes 
until Homecoming Weekend at Big 
Lots, where I discovered it on sale at 
a ridiculously low price ($1.50 a pack-
age). Naturally, I pretty much bought 
out the store and stowed my haul in 
the fridge for days when I felt like eat-
ing in.

My first Italian-inspired meal was 
on a Sunday afternoon when my room-
mate and I shared a bowl of gnocchi 
mixed with edamame beans and shred-
ded carrots filched from Usdan. The 
vegetables added a satisfying crunch 
to an otherwise simple dish, and they 
helped absorb some of the olive oil, 
which I accidentally over-poured since 
I lacked the aid of a tablespoon. With a 
little salt to give it punch, it was a won-
derful lunch to consume in the sunlit 
nook by Writing Hall’s central window, 
and it fed both my roommate and me  
with leftovers to spare.

My second meal was more out of 
desperation when, after returning from 
Ski Week, I realized there was nothing 
but gnocchi and old cranberries in the 
fridge. Fortunately, my Ski Week bud-
dy and hallmate extraordinaire Jessica 
Park ’17 had some fresh spinach, which 

we steamed and mixed in with the gn-
occhi to make a gourmet, late-night 
treat. If you are ever out of food after 
wrapping up a five-hour drive, I highly 
recommend the above combination, 
though a kitchen is required.

Gnocchi is a type of pasta not to 
be missed, and with one packet remain-
ing I may even personally cook you 
some if you demonstrate yourself to be 
suitably deprived. Or, to make things 
easier for me, you can ask at Weshop or 
find a car to go to Big Lots and start a 
gnocchi stash of your own. Either way, 
take some time to enjoy Italy’s finest, 
and remember that there is a culinary 
horizon beyond Usdan!

Directions
1. Heat one gallon of water until boil-
ing in a large pot. 
2. Add gnocchi and cook until all of 
the pasta floats to the top. This process 
should move quickly (a few minutes 
maximum), so keep a close eye on the 
pot and beware of overcooking. 
3. Remove the pot from the heat and 
drain the gnocchi. Do not rinse. 
4. Pour gnocchi into a bowl and 
add the olive oil. Stir until pasta is 
completely coated (add more oil if 
necessary). Set aside. 
5. Add the spinach to a saucepan 
containing approximately half an inch 
of water. Cover the pan, and steam the 
spinach until soft and wrinkled. 
6. Drain the spinach and mix it into 
the bowl of gnocchi. Add pine nuts 
and salt until flavorful.

otherwise subpar slice.
     Though the service was fast and 
the menu inexpensive, the pizza 
left a lot to be desired. The name 
of the institution might prompt 
you to order a pie but you are more 
likely to find satisfaction with one 
of the restaurant’s salad options. 
      Cardinal Pizza & Family Restaurant 
has the potential to be successful, as 
there is certainly a niche for an infor-
mal pizza parlor on Main Street. But 
if the owners truly want to attract 
Cardinals, they need to create a cozier 
nest and improve the quality of their 
grub.

ERICA DEMICHIEL/ASSISTANT FOOD EDITOR

Cardinal diners can place their orders at the counter.

Food Fight: Should Manners Be Off the Table?
By Eden Jablon and Hilary Brumberg,

Staff Writer

Keep your elbows off the table. 
Chew with your mouth closed. Use 
this fork, not that one. Table manners 
confound some and are religion to oth-
ers. Are these rules and considerations 
outdated, or are they a vital part of a 
pleasant dining experience?

Manners are Unnatural
by Hilary Brumberg

Staff Writer

In second grade, my teacher re-
quired that I memorize the following 
poem, entitled “Table Manners” by 
Gelett Burgess:

“The Goops they lick their fin-
gers,

And the Goops they lick their 
knives;

They spill their broth on the 
tablecloth—

Oh, they lead disgusting lives!
The Goops they talk while eating,
And loud and fast they chew;
And that is why I’m glad that I
Am not a Goop—are you?”
It is absolutely absurd that in the 

21st Century, seven-year-old public 
school students are taught how and 
how not to eat. Not only do I still have 
this poem memorized over a decade 
later, but my etiquette training contin-
ued, and I am now a proud graduate of 
manners school.

From these two scarring experi-
ences, I determined that while hygiene 

At formal meals, manners also 
serve to reduce awkwardness. The rules 
of fine dining are detailed, which leaves 
little room for uncertainty. As part of a 
larger network, these rules outline the 
course of the meal, helping it go more 
smoothly.

Even if you have no regard for the 
comfort of your friends, professional 
meals are a compelling reason to prac-
tice good table manners regularly. In a 
food-centric culture, business meetings 
frequently center on meals. In a school 
as small as Wesleyan, there are abun-
dant opportunities to eat with profes-
sors as well. While grace at the table 
does not translate into success as a 
student or capability as a professional, 
someone who eats in a considerate way 
has an easier time convincing others of 
their skills.

Additionally, manners can en-
hance the taste of the food itself. Many 
times, I’ve zoned out while eating and 
found myself idly twirling some morsel 
between my fingers. Even more horri-
fying, I have consumed entire meals 
and retained absolutely no memory of 
the meal. Table etiquette brings with 
it a conscious awareness of your food 
that fosters genuine appreciation and 
demands that attention be given to the 
cuisine itself.

At the end of the day, we all enjoy 
the occasional sit-down with a bag of 
chips, chewing with abandon in front 
of the television. That is absolutely 
fine. However, when you join the pub-
lic for a meal, don’t leave your table 
manners behind.

down to eat a meal, there is simply no 
excuse for a lack of basic table man-
ners.

I readily admit that some table 
manners seem stupid. Not leaning el-
bows on the table, for example, can 
seem baseless. According to many 
historians, the trend developed in the 
Middle Ages as a way to communicate 
strength. Why would that sort of eti-
quette be important today?

Manners can be understood as a 
polite and established way of interact-
ing with others. Dorothea Johnson, au-
thor of “The Little Book of Etiquette,” 
points out that manners have existed 
as long as people have, and they are 
exhibited in the behaviors of most spe-
cies. For example, when crows perch 
on a wire, they will always be in order 
of rank.

Manners are considered standard 
for good reason. They create a frame-
work for the meal by keeping everyone 
comfortable. They are vital in a pro-
fessional capacity, and they enrich the 
taste of food.

But manners can be used to keep 
everyone comfortable during casual as 
well as professional and extravagant 
meals. While eating with someone—be 
it at Usdan, Mondo, or Taco Bell—you 
have certain expectations. As a general 
rule, you trust your tablemates not to 
do anything that would cause you to 
lose your appetite. Food spilling out of 
someone’s mouth is never attractive, 
nor is savagely tearing at food with 
bare hands, even when it takes longer 
to use a fork and knife.

require the purchase and dishwashing 
of significantly more items.

Meals are about more than food; 
they’re about the experience. The best 
meals I’ve enjoyed consisted of edible 
delicacies as well as stimulating conver-
sation. The Goops have the right idea 
by talking while eating because they 
are enhancing their eating experience. 
Neither eating nor talking requires all 
of one’s concentration, so they might 
as well be done at once to save time.

While the Goops do not explicitly 
break this table manner in the poem, 
the rule that everyone at a party must 
wait for all dishes to come out before 
eating is also ridiculous. If you’re hun-
gry and your food is hot, eat it. It’s not 
your fault that your dining compan-
ions ordered the most elaborate dishes 
on the menu, and we are all mature 
enough to wait for our own food while 
others dig in.

In sum, rules of hygiene are out-
dated and restrictive. Food is food, and 
the way you eat it shouldn’t matter.

In Favor of Manners
by Eden Jablon

Staff Writer

Long days of classes, TA sessions, 
and meetings can give us the urge to 
retreat to our rooms and inhale some 
comforting sustenance from the safety 
of our beds. Time is another barrier to 
refined eating; many times, I’ve run be-
tween classes with a sandwich in hand, 
sloppily hurrying to consume my meal 
on the go. That said, when I do settle 

is very important, many rules of gas-
tronomic etiquette are irrelevant, and 
they inhibit the eating process as a 
form of self-expression and indulgence.

Unless the Goops recently stuck 
their fingers into dog doo, it should 
be perfectly acceptable for them to lick 
their fingers. This goes for all other 
body parts and utensils as well. Food 
is very expensive, and chefs put a great 
deal of effort into their masterpieces. 
I would argue that it is actually worse 
etiquette for the Goops to leave deli-
cious food on their digits and silver-
ware—what a waste.

Additionally, humans and Goops 
were born with hands and mouths, 
not forks and knives. Using utensils 
to eat food is an insult to nature and 
to mothers, who worked very hard to 
create all of our body parts. It is bor-
derline offensive and wasteful to use 
sharp, external metal objects instead of 
our soft, fleshy hands to transport food 
to one’s mouth. Anyway, food tastes 
way better with your hands.

I concede that there are certain 
occasions when fingers just don’t do 
the trick and forks are essential, like 
when consuming noodles or particu-
larly messy foods. However, “proper” 
table settings—complete with three 
forks—are over the top. If you use the 
same mouth to eat your salad, entrée, 
and dessert, why can’t you use the same 
fork? All of the flavors will mix in your 
mouth anyway, so you might as well 
feed yourself with the same utensil. 
Multiple forks are not economically or 
environmentally practical because they 
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WESSTUFFED 
VALENTINE’S DAY RAFFLE! 

Buy tickets Tuesday 2/11 – Friday 2/14 
PRIZES INCLUDE: 
• $50 at Mondo 
• $50 at Eli Cannon’s 
• $50 at Forbidden City 
• $25 at NoRA Cupcake Company 
• $25 at Tuscany Grill 
• $25 at Lan Chi’s 
• $20 at Taino Smokehouse 
• Gift Certificate at It’s Only Natural 
• Free Ice Cream at Cold Stone Creamery 
• Gift Certificate at Jerry’s Pizza 
• AND MORE! 

Only $1 per ticket!  
Buy at Usdan lunch or Espwesso 9-11 PM! 

WesStuffed: Valentine’s Day on Main Street

By Ari Rudess and Alex Irace
WesStuffed Co-Founders

Valentine’s Day is fast approach-
ing, and most of us are already won-
dering how to celebrate the holiday. 
Whether you spend it with friends or 
a significant other, it’s a good excuse 
to dine out and enjoy the delicious 
specials that Middletown has to of-
fer.

Here’s a look at what the restau-
rants of Middletown are doing for 
this year’s day of love.

Dinner

Mezzo Grille:
      

 From Friday through Sunday, 
Mezzo Grille will have a special 
menu including smoked salmon 
mousse and heart-shaped ravioli for 
appetizers, surf and turf and oysters 
Rockefeller pasta for entrees, and 
Bailey’s Irish Cream cheesecake and 
crème brûlée with fresh berries for 
dessert.

Forbidden City Bistro:

For Valentine’s Day dinner, 
Forbidden City will be offering specials 
including Nyonya seafood bouillabaisse 
and pan-roasted guinea hen, in addition 
to the 20 newly-added vegan and veg-
etarian dishes on their menu.

It’s Only Natural Restaurant (ION):
      

 ION will be featuring various specials 
on the 14th, including roast beet hum-
mus for two, carrot bisque with ginger 
cream, and pistachio-crusted tofu with 
a tart cherry chutney and roast potatoes 
and green beans. A dessert plate for two 

will also be available.

New England Emporium and 
Marketplace:

       The Emporium’s V-Day specials will 
be New York strip steak (grilled to order) 
with garlic mashed potatoes and sautéed 
broccoli and cedar plank salmon with 
rice pilaf and grilled asparagus. Desserts 

include a sweet blintz filled with zabaione 
and a mixed berry medley with fresh 
whipped cream and powdered sugar. 

Tavern at the Armory:
      

The Inn at Middletown’s restau-
rant will be serving a $49.95 prix fixe 
meal. Appetizers include chilled seared 
duck breast, oysters Rockefeller, and 
butternut squash and anjou pear bisque. 
Among the main courses are surf and 
turf, char-grilled filet mignon, sautéed 
shrimp macadamia, and pan seared filet 
of king salmon. For dessert, their offer-
ings include chocolate cake, triple berry 
apple tart, and New York cheesecake.

Tuscany Grill:
      

Tuscany Grill will be featuring spe-
cials such as mustard-encrusted rack of 
lamb, grilled rib eye with lobster mashed 
potatoes, and baked stuffed shrimp.

 
Whey Station:

 
       Wesleyan’s favorite grilled cheese 

truck will offer the “Lonely Heart”: 
melted Brie with braised short ribs and 
caramelized onions.

Sweets and Treats
 

Fusion Bakery and Patisserie:
       

At Fusion Bakery, you can look 
for heart-shaped cakes, cookie bou-
quets, raspberry buttercream cupcakes 
with white chocolate shavings, red vel-
vet cakes and cupcakes, and assorted 
Valentine’s Day cookies all week.

 
NoRA Cupcake Company:

 
       Valentine’s Day is one of NoRA 
Cupcake Company’s favorite holidays, 
and this year they will be celebrating with 
12 special cupcakes, including options 
like “The Gold Club,” strawberry coco-
nut cake, strawberry whiskey, and white 
chocolate ganache with strawberry coco-
nut buttercream and gold glitter; “Sexual 
Chocolate,” fudge-bottomed chocolate 
cake with chocolate swirled cheesecake 
and chocolate hazelnut whipped cream; 

and “Box of Chocolate,” caramel 
cake, white chocolate ganache, and a 
dark chocolate cap rolled in assorted 
nuts with more chocolate drizzle. 

Tschudin Chocolate:       

All week, Tschudin will be 
featuring Valentine’s Day good-
ies like chocolate-covered straw-
berries, heart-shaped mini cakes, 
heart-shaped chocolate boxes, three-
foot-long chocolate cupid’s arrows, 
heart-shaped raspberry truffles, rose 
petal spiced mousse, heart sculp-
tures, chocolate keys (to your heart, 
of course), and chocolate roses.

If any of these specials sound 
good to you, be sure to enter your 
name in WesStuffed’s Valentine’s 
Day Raffle! Over 10 gift certificates 
to Middletown restaurants will be 
given out to several lucky winners! 
Tickets are only $1 and will be sold 
during Usdan lunch and from 9-11 
p.m. at Espwesso. 

Read more at wesstuffed.com.

 
Writing at Wesleyan 

Presents: 
A Reading by Author 

Deborah Baker

Deborah Baker is the author of the acclaimed, 
unconventional biographical studies The Convert: A 
Tale of Exile and Extremism, a finalist for the 2011 
National Book Award, and A Blue Hand: The Beats 
in India, as well as of In Extremis: The Life of Laura 

Riding, a finalist for a Pulitzer Prize in Biography, and 
Making a Farm: The Life of Robert Bly. She is a recipi-
ent of a Cullman Fellowship at the New York Public 
Library, and her essays have appeared in the Wall 
Street Journal, The Paris Review Daily, and else-

where.

Free and open to the public.

Reception and book signing to follow the reading.

Date: Wednesday, Feb. 12
Time: 8:00 p.m.

Place: Russell House, 350 High St.
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WOMEN’S B-BALL
Wesleyan
Trinity

61
64

WOMEN’S HOCKEY
Wesleyan
Hamilton

5
0

MEN’S B-BALL
Wesleyan
Trinity

SCOREBOARD
65
70

WOMEN’S B-BALL
Wesleyan
Amherst

39
51

WOMEN’S HOCKEY
Wesleyan
Hamilton

2
1

MEN’S B-BALL
Wesleyan
Amherst

56
81

By Gili Lipman
Assistant Sports Editor

The men’s hockey team may have 
found the winning formula this week-
end after two huge home wins against 
playoff-bound squads Williams and 
Middlebury. Both these games were 
payback for the Cardinals, as they 
lost to each team earlier in the season. 
After struggling for most of the year, 
Coach Chris Potter adjusted some of 
the lines, and it looks as if the team 
has hit their stride at just the right 
time.

“We have to act as if every game 
right now is a playoff game,” said 
Alex Carlacci ’16. “With a close race 
between three teams for the final two 
playoff spots, the team needs all the 
points they can get and cannot afford 
to lose any more points. Losing is no 
longer an option for us.”

Each game showed a different 
strength for the Cardinals, as they 
found the back of the net seven times 
against the Ephs on Saturday.

“In my opinion, I was more im-
pressed with the blowout win over 
Williams,” Carlacci said. “Williams 
was ranked as the number nine team 
in the nation prior to our game. They 
also have never allowed more than 
three goals this year. After the big win 
against Williams, I knew that we were 
going to beat Middlebury.”

Starting goalie Sean Dougherty 
was pulled after letting up four goals 
during the first period.

“I personally don’t care who’s 
standing across the rink from me,” 
said Dawson Sprigings ’17. “As a 
team, we were more concerned with 
Williams’ strong team defense. We 
knew their goaltender doesn’t tend to 
see a lot of action and we felt that if we 
could get to them early, it would spark 
a new type of adversity for them that 
we could capitalize on.”

The line of Carlacci, Terence 
Durkin ’16, and Jaren Taenaka ’16 
led the Redbirds this weekend, scoring 
five out of nine of their goals. Against 
Williams, this line certainly held their 

own, outscoring the Ephs’ whole 
team, 4-3.

“It’s easy to get a few points when 
you’re playing with guys like Carlacci 
and Taenaka, who work hard on the 
forecheck, come up with loose pucks, 
and capitalize on opportunities,” said 
Durkin. “We just like to have fun out 
there, and it’s even more fun when we 
can help the team get some big wins.”

Carlacci’s first of two goals on 
the evening came after he gained con-
trol of the puck behind the net and 
wrapped around it, before firing a shot 
past the goalie for a 5-0 lead.

“Since Williams recently changed 
the goalie, I knew that any shot would 
be a good shot, especially when up 
4-0,” said Carlacci. “So when I saw 
some open space in front of the net, 
I was just thinking to get the puck on 
net any way possible and hope for the 
best. Luckily, the puck was able to get 
by the goalie and find its way into the 
net.”

Against Middlebury, the de-
fense, led by Sprigings, held their own 
against the Panthers, winning a tight 
game 2-1.

“This weekend was a big step for 
us,” Durkin said. “From the net out, 
we were solid, with a good defensive 
zone that allowed us to get some good 
offensive chances. We need to keep 
the momentum gained this weekend 
going through the end of the season.”

Durkin scored the game’s first 
goal after Carlacci forced the turnover 
and Taenaka took the puck and trav-
eled behind the net. There, he deliv-
ered a beautiful pass in the slot that 
landed right on Durkin’s stick, and 
eventually in the back of the net.

“Carlacci is always flying on the 
forecheck and causing problems for 
the opposing D,” Durkin said. “He 
was able to cause a turnover when 
Taenaka picked up the loose puck and 
made a great pass to the slot and I was 
lucky enough to get a good shot off.”

The third line for the Cardinals 
has been playing exceptionally well, 
and may be the key to a successful 
playoff run for the team.

“The three of us have good 
chemistry together,” Carlacci said. 
“We all have the same playing style. 
Jaren, Terence, and I are also all very 
close off the ice and spend most of our 
time together. The three of us love to 
get together and watch a movie to 
help us relax the night before games.”

There were only two games for 
Wesleyan this weekend, but if it’s any 
indication of what is to come for the 
team, fans should be ecstatic.

“We’ve been struggling this year 
to finish games and control leads, 
but this weekend we were able to do 
that,” Durkin said. “We were able to 

score some goals, and play sound de-
fense and the confidence we gained 
this weekend will be crucial going into 
the last two weekends against three re-
ally tough teams.”

The team will hope to continue 
its success, starting with next Friday, 
Feb. 14 at Colby and following that, 
Saturday, Feb. 15 at Bowdoin.

“The team has lots of confidence 
right now,” Carlacci said. “It’s always 
good to be playing your best hockey 
late in the season, and that’s what we 
feel we are doing right now. Wins 
against elite teams are what it’s going 
to take in order to achieve our goal, 

and that’s what we showed we could 
do this weekend.”

Wesleyan will hope to avenge 
these losses, as both teams defeated 
the Cards earlier in the season, each 
by one goal, including an overtime 
thriller against Colby.

“I feel extremely confident in our 
group,” Sprigings said. “I think every-
one’s excited to head up to Maine and 
get some points that we believe we 
gave away in our first meetings. When 
it comes to playoffs, just as with any 
single elimination tournament, all you 
need to do is get in and then anything 
can happen.”

Men’s Hockey Wins Big Over Williams and Midd

Men’s hockey won both of its weekend games behind a scoring onslaught, including seven goals in a 
victory over Williams.

SHANNON WELCH/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

FEBRUARY 7

FEBRUARY 8

MEN’S HOCKEY
Wesleyan
Amherst

7
3

FEBRUARY 9
WOMEN’S SQUASH
Wesleyan
St. Lawrence

4
5

MEN’S SQUASH
Wesleyan
St. Lawrence

0
9

MEN’S ICE HOCKEY
Wesleyan
Middlebury

2
1

Hockey: Women’s 
Puck Playoff Bound
Continued from first page

our team this year,” Wasnick wrote of 
the sophomore netminder. “She has 
played in many important games and 
has played really well. Part of her suc-
cess comes not only from her pure tal-
ent, but the solid play in front of her, 
and the fact that we have two other 
great goalies who all push each other 
every day to become better.”

When the final buzzer rang, 
Wesleyan found itself on the winning 
end of a 5-0 game. Five goals is the 
largest margin by which the Cardinals 
have ever beaten the Continentals, but 
Wesleyan would not enjoy such a com-
fortable lead in the series’ second game. 
When they faced off again the next day, 
the game was tougher and more defen-
sive than the one before.

Schildhaus and Brennan both 
scored once again, but that was all the 
scoring Wesleyan was able to muster. 
The Cardinal defense, however, was 
able to work with just those two goals.

Corcoran carried a bid for her 
fourth season shutout into the game’s 
final minute, when Hamilton’s scor-
ers finally found a way through. The 
Continentals, desperate for a score at 
that point, had pulled their goalie in 
favor of an extra skater, and Hamilton 
was able to use that strength in num-
bers to create open shots on goal. 
One of these shots found its way past 
Corcoran with 35 seconds left in regu-
lation.

Fortunately for the Cardinals, 

they were able to hold out the rest of 
the way through. They had gone into 
Saturday knowing what a win would 
mean, and it had finally come to frui-
tion.

“We had girls literally crying tears 
of joy in the locker room,” Wasnick 
wrote. “Due to our past 10 years of not 
making playoffs, whenever we would 
pull off an upset, or a tie, other schools 
saw it as a fluke. This year we wanted 
that to change and to make a name for 
ourselves. We did that as we’ve consis-
tently played well, tying Middlebury 
who is ranked number two in the 
nation, tying Amherst, and beating 
teams like Williams, Conn College, 
and Hamilton. These wins aren’t flukes 
anymore, and it’s nice to finally be re-
spected as a competitive team.”

These Cardinals have already 
achieved history, but they are looking 
to go even farther.

“It’s a great feeling that we’ve 
clinched a playoff spot, but we are 
looking to try and get that fourth seed 
in order to get a home playoff game,” 
Wasnick wrote. “We have a week of 
practice ahead of us where we will con-
tinue to work hard and do the little 
things that have helped us get to where 
we are now.”

The historic weekend certainly 
has the team feeling optimistic, at least 
if Wasnick’s sentiment can be taken to 
reflect those of her teammates.

“I think we have a definite shot of 
winning the NESCAC tournament,” 
Wasnick wrote.

After sweeping a weekend series against Hamilton, the women’s hockey team clinched a playoff berth 
for the first time since 2002.

SADICHCHHA ADHIKARI/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
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By Asher Young
Staff Writer

After winning its last four games to 
climb back to the .500 mark for the sea-
son, the men’s basketball team dropped 
two NESCAC matchups this past 
weekend to Trinity and Amherst. Harry 
Rafferty ’17 and Joe Edmonds ’16 led 
the Cardinals in scoring with 27 and 26 
points over both games, respectively.

Wesleyan entered the weekend in a 
tie for fourth place in the NESCAC with 
Route 9 rival Trinity, as the Cardinals 
were looking to solidify a playoff spot 
for the upcoming conference tourna-
ment. The game looked to be a face-off 
between two evenly matched squads as 
both came into Friday’s game at 3-3, 
separated by fewer than two points in 
points per game on the season.

The Cards came out of the gate 
strong on Friday, holding the Bantams 
to just 25 percent shooting from the 
field in the first half. After breaking a 
13-13 tie with less than six minutes re-
maining in the half, Wesleyan went on a 
13-6 run to open up a seven-point lead 
at halftime. Threes from Edmonds and 
Jack Mackey ’16 highlighted the run, 
while Rafferty and Joseph Kuo ’17 also 
added key buckets.

However, Trinity came out fir-
ing on all cylinders in the second half, 
going on a 12-0 run in the first five 
minutes. The Cardinals kept the game 
close, cutting the lead to as little as 
two on a Rafferty trey with just un-
der 11 minutes to go. After defensive 
stops on the Bantams’ next two pos-
sessions, Wesleyan had a couple of 
chances to take the lead. Unfortunately, 
the Cardinals could not convert either 
opportunity, as Trinity never trailed 
after their second half run, defeating 
Wesleyan 70-65.

The Cardinals were plagued by 
foul trouble and a subpar shooting 
performance all game, finishing with 
35.1 percent shooting from the field. 

With forwards Glen Thomas ’14, Chris 
Tugman ’15, and PJ Reed ’17 all un-
available due to injuries, the Wesleyan 
frontcourt was already depleted going 
into the game. Rashid Epps ’16, the 
Cardinals’ strongest big man this sea-
son, and the 6’8” Kuo were both in 
danger of fouling out, as both players 
finished with four fouls. Wesleyan con-
ceded 33 free throws to Trinity on the 
night, as all starters finished the game 
with multiple fouls.

“I think we didn’t hit our shots, 
which definitely hurt the situation,” 
Rafferty said. “We were playing two 
very good teams.... Trinity is a team on 
the rise, and being up at halftime, we 
just didn’t make plays when we needed 
to. That shouldn’t take anything away 
from that game, though; they’re very 
good, and could definitely compete for 
the championship this year.”

“That was a disappointing game 
because we were right there,” said Head 
Coach Joe Reilly. “I felt like we had a 
great first half, but our big guys got into 
a little foul trouble, and [Trinity] really 
exploited that in the second half. You 
have to play great to win on the road; 
I thought we were good, but not great.”

On Saturday, the Cardinals trav-
eled to Amherst to take on the defend-
ing Division III National Champions, 
who are currently ranked ninth in the 
country. The Jeffs got out to a 12-point 
lead at halftime, and although Wesleyan 
was able to cut the lead to 10 with just 
under nine minutes left in the game, 
Amherst forced 17 turnovers on their 
way to an 81-56 victory.

“Early in that game, [Amherst] 
missed some shots, but we let them get 
some offensive rebounds, which is just 
a killer,” Reilly said. “I’d say we have to 
eliminate some turnovers as well, be-
cause if you’re throwing the ball around 
and [the opposing team] is getting out 
on three-on-two breaks, it’s really hard 
to win.”

Edmonds and Rafferty collected 

14 and 12 points in the loss, respective-
ly, while Epps also turned in a solid 13 
points and 9 rebounds.

“I think the most important thing 
is that we continue to stay positive,” 
Rafferty said. “Even with a couple of 
tough losses, there were positives to the 
weekend for sure. I can’t say it enough; 
I think Joe Edmonds continues to be a 
leader on the team as a player and per-
son who stands out.”

This next weekend will be a make-
or-break spot for the Cardinals, as they 
are slated to match up against Hamilton 
on Friday, Feb. 14 at 8:00 p.m. in the 
Silloway Gymnasium. The following 
day at 4:00 p.m., Wesleyan will wrap up 
its regular season against Little Three ri-
val Williams. ThoughWes has not faced 
Hamilton this year, the Cardinals will 
be looking for revenge against the Ephs 
on Saturday after their 91-74 defeat in 
November.

With a win on Friday, Wesleyan 
can lock up a playoff spot as one of 
the top eight teams in the conference. 
Hamilton is currently sixth in the 
NESCAC standings right now; the 
team brings to the table the league’s top 
scorer in Matt Hart (20.8 points per 
game).

Rafferty said that he hopes to see a 
large crowd at Friday’s game, as both he 
and Reilly identified playing at home as 
a significant boost this weekend.

“The win streak that we had; those 
were home games and we beat some 
good teams,” Reilly said. “I think we’ve 
had a good crowd for some games, and 
I think that gives our guys a big lift.”

“At this time of the season, it’s 
very tough to win road games in the 
NESCAC,” Rafferty said. “This season, 
I think our fans have shown a lot of sup-
port, and we’re going to need it Friday 
night to create the best atmosphere pos-
sible. Hopefully we can get a lot of fans 
to come to the game and create a rowdy 
environment for Hamilton to come 
play in.”

By Toby Rosen
Staff Writer

The women’s basketball team trav-
eled to Trinity (13-8, 6-3 NESCAC) 
on Friday, Feb. 7 and dropped one to 
the Bantams in a heartbreaker 64-61. 
The Cardinals looked strong early in 
the first half, jumping out to an 11-4 
lead at the 15:21 mark. Trinity re-
sponded, however, with an 8-0 run to 
take a 12-11 lead. Halfway through the 
first, Wesleyan led 15-14 after a jumper 
by Kaylie Williams ’16. Unfortunately 
for the Cardinals, this would be their 
final lead of the game.

The Bantams stretched their first-
half lead to 6 (28-22) at the 6:16 mark. 
But the Cards didn’t let it get any larger 
than that, as Captain KellyAnn Rooney 
’14 poured in 14 first-half points, help-
ing Wesleyan cut the deficit to 36-35 
at the half.

Trinity controlled the tempo in 
the second half, as Wesleyan managed 
to get close but could never mount 
enough momentum to take a lead. 
The closest the Cards came was at the 
9:01 mark, when they tied the score 
49-49 on a layup by Miller Hartsoe 
’15. Trinity then went on a 9-1 run to 
make the score 58-50. Wesleyan took 
it down to the wire, trimming Trinity’s 
lead to 62-61 with 16 seconds remain-
ing, but ultimately fell short after a pair 
of late Bantam free throws sealed the 
contest.

“It was definitely a frustrating 

loss,” Rooney wrote in an email to The 
Argus.  “I feel like we played hard and 
fought our way out of multiple holes, 
especially at the end of the first half, 
but we weren’t able to capitalize on 
Trinity’s mistakes and that hurt us in 
the end.”

Despite shooting slightly better 
from the field than Trinity did (Wes hit 
41.3 percent of its attempts compared 
to just 40.7 percent from the Bantams) 
the Cardinals were held to a season-low 
46 shots. Rooney led the scoring at-
tack with 18 points and Captain Jenna 
Klaes ’14 also did her part, chipping in 
15.

The next day held an even tough-
er task against a familiar, formidable 
Little Three rival. Wesleyan fared better 
than in its first meeting with Amherst, 
but the 11th-ranked Lord Jeffs (21-
2, 8-1 NESCAC) were still too much 
for the visiting Cardinals (12-9, 3-5 
NESCAC), prevailing 51-39.

Wesleyan could smell the upset, 
trailing only 23-21 at halftime, but 
Amherst went on a 16-3 run to open 
the second half, leading 39-24 at the 
11:00 mark. The Cardinals showed re-
solve, refusing to let the game get out 
of hand; however, they could never 
mount a true comeback.

The visitors managed to limit 
the Lord Jeffs’ largest scoring threat, 
Hannah Peterson, who torched the 
Cardinals for 28 points in their last 
meeting, to just 13 points. This defen-
sive effort was still not enough, how-

ever, as Wesleyan shot just 22.3 percent 
from the field. The Cardinals’ 39-point 
output was their lowest of the season. 
Williams led the Cardinals in scoring 
with 13 points. Brenna Diggins ’17 
added a team-high nine rebounds.

“Amherst has always been a strong 
team, and at the end of the day which-
ever team executes their game plan best 
wins the game, and the past two times 
we played them we didn’t execute as 
well as we needed to,” Williams wrote 
in an email to The Argus.

Wesleyan has now lost a season-
high three games in a row and five of its 
last six overall. It will be important for 
the Cardinals to put this recent losing 
stretch behind them.

The Cards have two big home 
NESCAC matchups this weekend 
to close out their regular season as 
they try to boost their seeding for the 
NESCAC tournament. Wesleyan will 
play Hamilton (10-11, 3-5 NESCAC) 
on Friday Feb. 14. Then, on Saturday, 
Feb. 15, the team faces dominant 
Williams (19-3, 5-3 NESCAC) in an-
other Little Three bout.

“These next two games against 
Hamilton and Williams are very im-
portant, not only to finish off the 
regular season on a high note, but also 
in terms of seeding for the NESCAC 
tourney,” Rooney wrote. “This week it 
will be important to continue to stay 
focused and to stay confident in the 
way we play the game, both offensively 
and defensively.”

Men’s Hoops Falls to 
Amherst and Trinity

By Tobias Thor Lichtenstein 
Staff Writer

As the wrestling regular season 
enters its final weeks, the competi-
tion is heating up between squads 
in the New England Wrestling 
Association (NEWA). Last weekend, 
the Cardinals were given the dif-
ficult task of wrestling on back-to-
back days, beginning at the SUNY 
Oneonta quad meet and followed 
by a match at SUNY Cortland. In 
a weekend full of close matches and 
surprising upsets, Wesleyan ended 
up going 1-3 between the two days, 
facing some very tough opponents 
in the process.

“This weekend was a slight 
disappointment, even though we 
wrestled some very good teams,” 
said Edward Pierce ’17. “Teams like 
Johnson and Wales proved to be a 
big challenge for us, and we wrestled 
them all tough. There were just 
some matches here and there that 
could have gone either way, and un-
fortunately they didn’t favor us.”

Pierce wrestled two matches 
on Saturday, losing the first in a 
one-point toss up versus Oneonta 
and the second to a returning All-
American from Williams in the 
157-pound weight class.

“In order to be the best, you’ve 
got to beat the best,” Pierce said. 
“We all know that we have to follow 
the process, and know that results 
will come.”

Pierce also credited Taran 
Carr ’16 for his comeback pin in 
the 165-pound class against SUNY 
Cortland.

“We wrestled Cortland hard, 
and to see Taran come back and pin 
that guy while down is awesome,” 
Pierce said. “It shows how hard our 
guys are working on a daily basis.”

The trend for the 2013-14 
wrestlers has been constant through-
out the season. There’s no lack of 
effort and intensity, but due to in-
juries and forfeited weight classes, 
it has been difficult for the team 
to compete in the rigorous NEWA 
conference. Nevertheless, the win 
against Oneonta on Saturday proved 
to be a solid showing of what this 
team can do.

“Beating Oneonta was a great 
team effort, and showed the resolve 
of our guys,” said Joe Koshakow ’17. 
“Even though it was frustrating for 
me to lose my matches, I’m just go-

ing to keep working and I know all the 
guys on the teams will too.”

Many of the team’s younger wres-
tlers came through and had big match-
es against Oneonta. Frank Crippen ’17 
was one of these individuals, and he 
was able to score a key decision over 
his opponent in the 125-pound weight 
class.

“I was winning the match by four 
after a five-point suplex, but he put up 
a much tougher fight in the second 
period,” Crippen said. “I knew that 
for us to win as a team, I needed to 
grind through the pain and finish my 
match.”

In this challenging bout, it was 
Crippen who managed to finish strong, 
getting an escape in the waning final 
seconds of the match for the victory.

“It felt great getting an escape in 
the last few seconds to get the win,” 
Crippen said. “It’s a great confidence 
boost that I’m hoping will slingshot me 
into next weekend, which will be our 
last chance to get some good matches 
in before the Northeast Regional 
Tournament.”

James Hamilton ’16, Ryan 
Sblendorio ’15, and Josh Roometua 
’16 all went 2-1 on Saturday at 125, 
174 and 197, respectively. After his 
solid day, Roometua had only positive 
remarks about his team’s performance.

“We had a great weekend,”  
Roometua said. “We’ve been working 
real hard this whole season and it’s re-
ally starting to show. We are peaking 
at the right time, and our win against 
Oneonta is demonstrated how tough 
[the younger guys] are wrestling.”

Coming up, the Cardinal grap-
plers have to defend their home turf 
against the likes of Johnson and 
Wales University, SUNY Oswego, and 
Hunter College this Sunday, Feb. 16. 
Alex Cannon ’14, who has been side-
lined with a concussion, is nonetheless 
excited for the meet.

“The team is looking forward to 
our home meet this weekend,” Cannon 
said. “It’s always exciting to get the op-
portunity to showcase your talents in 
your own gym. This weekend marks 
our last matches before Regionals, so 
we are focused on proving that we’re 
ready to peak come March 1.”

Wrestling will have to battle in 
order to compete during the next few 
weeks, but if the Cards’ past efforts are 
any indication of what is to come, the 
team should be well-equipped to make 
some noise in the regional tournament 
and beyond.

Wrestling Drops 
Three of Four at 
SUNYs

Women’s Basketball Is on 
Three-Game Skid
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MLK: King’s 1963 Sermon at Wesleyan Urged Non-
Violence, Provoked Student Reaction
Continued from the front page

speech by saying that “every person 
from bass black to treble white is sig-
nificant on God’s keyboard.”

The article also demonstrated 
that King’s main point in his sermon 
was to remind students that the most 
pertinent and effective means of ac-
tion was compassion.

“Love, the most durable power 
in the world and the highest good, is 
the weapon that Christians must use 
against immortality to combat the 
death of soul represented by segrega-
tion,” King said.

Following his appearance at 
Wesleyan, King was scheduled to 
return to Birmingham, Ala., a topic 
that was widely discussed at a press 

conference held after his sermon. 
King was supposed to speak at Yale 
after coming to Wesleyan, but he had 
to cancel the event after racial strife in 
Birmingham became too dangerous 
to ignore. King believed that desegre-
gating Birmingham would serve as a 
gateway to racial equality in the South 
in general.

“If we can crack Birmingham, 
we can crack the whole system in the 
South,” King said.

He told the press that the issues 
in Alabama needed to become acces-
sible to the national population to 
gain ground.

A month before King’s appear-
ance at Wesleyan, the now-infamous 
Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in 
Birmingham was bombed, causing 

the death of four young girls. At the 
time the article covering this confer-
ence was published, no culprit had 
been found.   “It is strange and 
disappointing that no one has been 
apprehended or been indicted for the 
bombing of the church and the mur-
der of the four children,” King said.

King also said that the chances of 
the enactment of a well-protected civil 
rights bill were slim, despite his desire 
for one. Everything that he wanted to 
accomplish would be “weakened by 
the administration,” as another article 
states. The resulting Civil Rights Act 
of 1964 was not as strong as King and 
his supporters had hoped it would be, 
but it was undoubtedly a monumen-
tal step toward equality.

An editorial printed by The 

PROFESSOR’S BOOKSHELF

By Jessica Perelman
Contributing Writer

Visiting Assistant Professor 
of Biology Joyce Powzyk has been 
teaching at Wesleyan for 10 years 
and counting. Her fascination with 
animals especially primates and her 
enthusiasm for teaching are apparent 
not only on her office door, which fea-
tures photographs of a lemur and an 
Indri monkey, but also in the eccen-
tric topics of her biology classes. She 
sat down with The Argus to talk about 
animal sex, fieldwork in Madagascar, 
and illustrating children’s books.

The Argus: What are your favorite 
texts on your bookshelf?
Joyce Powzyk: I have to say that 
when it comes to my favorite textbook 
of all the courses, [it would be the one 
from] Biology of Sex, about sexual 
reproduction. It’s pretty flamboyant 
stuff. I love the book “Dr. Tatiana’s 
Sex Advice to All Creation” by Olivia 
Judson. She used to write a blog for 
The New York Times. She’s an evolu-
tionary biologist. She presents biol-
ogy by having animals, whether they 
be segmented worms or chimpanzees, 
“write” in to her saying, “I have a 
problem with my sex life. What can I 
do about it?” She answers these “Dear 
Abby” sex letters, and by doing so, 
she explains the whole field. She talks 
about the strategies that species em-
ployed. She compares and contrasts 
and she just illuminates our world. So 
hers is my favorite textbook.

I also love a book, which would be 
more for summer reading, by Robert 
Sapolsky: “A Primate’s Memoir.” It’s 
about his fieldwork in Kenya over 
20 years of experience. He’s had ev-

erything happen to him possible, but 
he darts his baboons with a blowgun, 
he takes their blood, and he finds out 
how they work. He’s a neurobiologist 
who studies a lot of stress response. 
Brilliant, brilliant books.

A: How did you stumble upon these 
books?
JP: Oh, great story. “Dr. Tatiana’s Sex 
Advice to All Creation” was [recom-
mended to me by] my bicycle me-
chanic who works at Pedal Power on 
Main Street in Middletown. He said, 
“Have you read this book?” I said, 
“Absolutely not!” He said, “It’s really 
good.” So I read it, and now it’s my 
textbook.

I found “A Primate’s Memoir” 
when I looked up Robert Sapolsky 
and his books. I saw that, and hav-
ing done fieldwork myself—I lived 
two years in Madagascar—what hap-
pens to you during fieldwork is crazy 
stuff; you can’t expect it. I love reading 
about other people’s fieldwork experi-
ence, because the things we have to 
live through, whether it’s storms, or a 
disease that wipes out your animals, or 
carnivores come, or the government 
all of a sudden is a bit hostile where 
you’re working because it’s not the 
United States. He’s such a good writer 
and he talks about funny details; he 
talks about what it’s like to be a family 
man and trying to balance work and 
family, and it’s real, and I love it.

A: Speaking of fieldwork, have there 
been any extraordinary moments that 
you’ve had in the field?
JP: Working in any primate field 
study is going to be phenomenal, 
but also can be really scary. I worked 
in Madagascar, which is an African 
country, so you’re speaking French 
and you’re trying to tell your African 
guides what the work is and get them 
excited about the project. I lived with 
three men. They had their tent and I 
had my tent for two years. Doing my 
actual living in the field was a lot of 
work, but I loved getting to know 
Malagasy more personally than just 
being a traveler that passes through. 
It’s so different to live there.

There were some major cyclones 
that hit the island and they were life 
threatening. Trees are falling down all 
around you. My head guide picked 

my campsite because, unbeknownst 
to me, he had already looked to see if 
there were big trees that could come 
down, and he said, “This is the good 
place. This is base camp.” We did not 
have crashing limbs too much. They 
were near us but not on our tents; we 
survived.

The other thing that happened is 
that I hurt my knee just from hiking. 
One of my friends who was visiting 
said, “Joyce, if your knee doesn’t get 
better, I guess that just means your 
PhD is scratched, right?” I was like, 
“Yeah. Oh, I hadn’t really thought of 
it quite so bluntly.” Just the physical-
ity of the work is something you don’t 
often worry about, but if you get an 
injury, it means you can’t collect data. 
Luckily, my knee got better.

I was tracking animals with a ra-
dio collar. So I had a receiver and I 
was listening to the sound of a beep-
ing noise as the signal was emitted 
from the lemur’s collar. I was so busy 
listening to my beeps that I took a bad 
misstep. I played a lot of sports; I’m 
really comfortable with the physical 
stuff, but I realized I wasn’t paying at-
tention. That knee injury could have 
been the end of it, but it wasn’t.

A: I noticed that you have written 
several books and actually have illus-
trated several publications. What has 
inspired you to combine art and sci-
ence in this way?
JP: I find it really logical. When I got 
out of college, I had a zoology degree 
and I really didn’t know what I was 
going to do, and I was working vari-
ous jobs to make money and did travel 
and saw animals in their wild setting. 
But I’ve always done art. I didn’t ever 
go to school for art, but I find science 
and art are conjoined at the hip. To 
me, when I understand something, 
I can draw it. I love anatomy. I love 
showing behavior through the pos-
turing of an animal. So I was able to 
combine my interest in science and art 
to write books for children on natural 
history.

I traveled through Australia, 
for example, before graduate school, 
and I wrote a book about my travels 
through Australia called “Wallaby 
Creek” because I was so excited. I’d go 
home with all these raw field sketch-
es and then I’d make up the formal 

paintings. I actually got a publisher 
on board. It was just intoxicating to 
think that you can write about science 
and travel. Some people will never 
go to Australia, but you can write a 
children’s book that makes it feel like 
they did. And again, I always love art; 
I love aesthetics. But if I can draw 
something, I know it really well. It 
sounds corny, but in a way, I had it 
in my mind, all those early biologists 
that used to travel with portfolios and 
sketch from life; I thought that was so 
darn romantic, you know? I had my 
portfolio and it was encased in Gore-
Tex and I’d open it up and have my 
paintbrushes and everything. I just 
thought, “Wow, this is the real deal. 
The animals are there and I get to 
sketch them.”

A: You’re like the next Charles 
Darwin.
JP: Well yeah. I read about all of 
these people and I thought, “Well, 
why can’t I do that?” So I tried and it 
worked out pretty well. I did, I think, 
six children’s books, and then I also 
would illustrate other people’s books 
that I didn’t write. It was very fun. So 
that was kind of a mini career. Then I 
decided to go to graduate school, and 
I did illustrate some books in gradu-
ate school, but obviously the work is 
kind of all-consuming, so that slowed 
down. But I love thinking about 
painting, and I still paint and show, 
so that will always be a part of how I 
view science. It’s incorporated within 
my art.

A: Why did you decide to cater your 
work toward a younger audience with 
children’s books?
JP: Again, it sounds so basic, but I 
worry that kids are kind of getting 
separated from nature. I grew up in 
a landscape where we had some va-
cant farms around our house, and 
I would wander all the time and I’d 
collect stuff and bring it back to my 
house and draw it, and I worry that, 
with children growing up in places 
where they can’t wander and experi-
ence nature, there’s a disconnect. I 
want to make sure you catch kids at a 
young age. I think kids have a liking 
of animals and nature and something’s 
got to go wrong to break it, if they’re 
turned off by it or they have got too 

much else going on in their lives to 
think about other living things.

So I think catering to children is 
trying to cultivate that in a more ag-
gressive manner. I don’t know if it’s 
true. But the kid who lives in a city 
who doesn’t have a big backyard like 
I did, so long as there are good books 
that can take him or her there, it’s a bit 
better. Get ’em while they’re young. 
They don’t have to go to Australia, but 
they should value all kinds of ecosys-
tems. I think that with global change 
and global warming happening, we 
are not quite realizing how much of an 
effect we have, and we have to instill 
it in the younger generation because 
unfortunately, they are going to have a 
lot on their plate.

A: What do you hope to achieve now 
as a professor and a researcher?
JP: Well, I have a little bit more time 
in my schedule now. I think I am 
teaching one less course than I used 
to. So with this time, I do have re-
search money. I have some samples of 
lemur scent marks, and [the students] 
in Primate Behavior will hear about 
my theories about olfactory scents and 
scent marks. I have a research project 
with Duke and I have the ability to get 
samples from Duke, so I’m going to 
try to turn that on and get out some 
more publications on animal com-
munication and mating strategies and 
scent marks. The research has been on 
the back burner, but now I have more 
time, so I’m hoping to do more here at 
Wesleyan, which would be wonderful 
because I should have published a long 
time ago, but I can still do it. So it will 
work out well.

A: Do you find teaching to be an ex-
tension of your research?
JP: The teaching is so great, because 
you are always reading new papers 
to fill out your lecture, and then you 
stumble upon some nugget that you 
wouldn’t have otherwise been exposed 
to. In your research for your course, 
you bump into such things and you 
say, “Wow, that opens up this whole 
other question.” It forces you to read 
the material and your mind keeps 
thinking about connections. It defi-
nitely helps to augment my research 
and keeps me thinking of more cre-
ative questions.

Argus preceding King’s momentous 
visit brought his powerful words 
home. The editorial focused on King’s 
impassioned nature and dedication to 
his cause as the keys to his success in 
the field.

“Some of us will realize that no 
man can remain actively dedicated 
to something like the civil rights 
movement through humiliation, dis-
appointment, imprisonment, and 
threats unless he is thoroughly com-
mitted [to] certain values in life,” it 
read. “We will see this commitment 
in King and we will ask ourselves if 
even a shadow of it exists within us.”

The editorial remarks that King’s 
daily struggles were much more dif-
ficult than “the commitment of being 
a good student leader, a good track 

man, or a conscientious fraternity of-
ficer.” It adds that “we probably, in 
these later years, will not do anything 
about racial discrimination, poor 
leadership or corrupt practices in our 
communities,” because, as the writer 
believes, college simply prepares stu-
dents for generic office jobs and does 
not teach them to handle serious is-
sues like those that activists such as 
King were addressing.

The editorial concludes by ques-
tioning the ideals that Wesleyan stu-
dents apparently demonstrated in this 
era, which they possibly adopted “to 
shield [themselves] from more dan-
gerous commitments—those which 
might expose [them] to a little bit 
more inconvenience or even to disap-
pointment, ridicule, or humiliation?”

Powzyk Talks Biology of Sex, Writing for Children 
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ROVING REPORTER
What are your thoughts on the Sochi Olympics?

By Kirsten Rischert-Garcia ’16

“I am not saying I don’t support the Olympics, but I 
would a lot more if Super Monkey Ball was a sport.” 

Jack Spira ’16

“I haven’t watched it. I am against the Russian 
legislation about gay people.”  

Youzhihang Deng ’17

“I enjoyed watching the opening ceremony, but I 
am conflicted because of the anti-LGBT policies 

that have been enacted.” 
James Hall ’15

“I am happy Togo, Morocco, and Zimbabwe are repre-
senting Africa.”
Rebecca Njeri ’15

Mecca of Vegetarian Cooking

We extended our menu, more than 17 vegan and vegetarian friendly dishes.

For reservation please call
(860) 343-8288

www.forbiddencitybistro.com
335 Main St. Middletown, CT

“I heard people are boycotting Coke to pressure them 
to pull their sponsorship of the Sochi Olympics.”

Rachel Sobelsohn ’17


